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THAT TALKING CANARY

THREE-TIMES A-WEEK
Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cento.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette waa established
•n 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette
in 1882. The Free Press wan established
In 1845 and In IB-i changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Apropos the talking canary men
tioned in this paper some time ago,
its possessor, Mrs. Sylvia Damon
Hopkins of Sumas, Wash., writes:
"‘Micky’ is getting to be quite
a well known bird. By special re
quest last year, Jan. 14 and 15, I ex
hibited him at the eighth annual
bird show of the Queen City Roller
Canary Club at Seattle. There he
certainly did his talking in a most
surprising manner and he appar
ently enjoyed the crowd' of eager lis
teners who thought it wonderful. He
new speaky 16 words jjoined into
sentences, always with apparent
meaning. I have mated' him and am
going to try if it be possible to dei velop another talker..
“In correspondence with Charles
Kellogg, the bird-throated man, of
Morgan Hill., Calif., he says that the
birds owned by Mrs. C. C. Chandler,
formerly of your city and my ‘Micky1
are the only talking canaries he has
ever heard of.”
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Of all the elements that are
♦ Important for success the most
•s. important is faith. — Cardinal
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TO LET

APARTMENTS
IN THE BICKNELL
Rent Reduced
Apply

Mrs. B. B. Smith

16 LINCOLN ST.

TEL. 264
45-tf

s*.

ANNOUNCEMENT

DR. C. I HAROLD JAMESON
has removed his office to

10 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

Practice Limited to Surgery
46-48

THE AMERICAN LEGION DRUM AND BUGLE
CORPS OF ROCKLAND
PRESENTS

“Codfish
Aristocracy”
Another Play of Maine Life By

SPLENDID CAST HEADED BY

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
APRIL 24 AND 25
OPERA HOUSER CAMDEN

WILL EXPEDITE WORK

Maynard Waltz of Damariscotta a And Lessen the Expense Is Claim For
Bclfa't Man's Invention
Delegate Because Of Outstanding
Thomas
S. Thompson of Belfast
Club Record
1 has recently been notified by the
Maynard Waltz of Damariscotta Patent Office at Washington that he
has been selected as the delegate to | has been granted a patent on his new
) side delivery tail gate that may be
National 4-H Club Camp at Wash
ington, D jC„ June 15-20 to represent i used on all dump trucks for the placj ing of material in piles on the sides
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
' of the road previous to tar ing the
He has been a member of the
road surfaces. This new device may
Work and Win 4-M Club, of Dam
also be used aehantageou'ly by con
ariscotta, with Norris A. Waltz as
tractors and road builders in dressing
leader, for five years. In 1928 he
the sides of macadam and concrete
started with the chick raising projroads as well as in the making of
shoulders of newly constructed road.
Mr. Thompson will give a demon
stration of his new invention in front
of the State Highway Commission's
Office at Augusta Thursday, weather
permitting; if noj, on the next lair
day at the same time. 11 a. m.
This new piece of road machlnety
is not only a great money saver, but
will greatly reduce the time employed
in getting roads ready for tarring.

DANCE

SPANISH VILLA

WALDOBORO
Wants loan of $5,000

ALL SEATS, 30 CENTS
On Sale By All Legionnaires
46-48

SHOP

SOUTH HOPE

Will Reopen Patriots Day, Wed., April 19
STEAK DINNERS, and CHICKEN (fried or roast)
and served FAMILY STYLE
PRICE, 75 CENTS
CHICKEN BARBECUE AS USUAL
ED AND MATTIE IN CHARGE

45-46

or $10,000 in antici

pation of taxes—bank

or individual Jt Jt

Jt

APPLY

SELECTMEN

WALDOBORO, MAINE

Notice

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

To the Taxpayers of the City of Rockland
By order of the City Councilf interest will

be paid on 1933 taxes, if paid in advance,

at the rate of five per cent from date of
payment to August I, 1933.

T. E. McINNIS,
Tax Collector

41-51

THREE CENTS A COPY

A FAMOUS STEAMBOAT WAR

Volume 88.....................Number 46

ARTHUR B. PACKARD

ROCKLAND'S EASTER

Death of Prominent Rock- All Church Services Well At-

Recalling Exciting Days On the Vinalhaven Line When
All Had Partisan Spirit

port Man \\ ho Served
Thrice In State Legislature

tended—Many New Members Taken In

News of the death of ex-Senator
All the Protestant churches report
Arthur B. Packard, which occurred
an unusually happy Easter—large
early Sunday morning in Rockland,
following an illness of three weeks' i congregations and an exalted spirit
duration, cast a gloom over the en-' in the services. Several churches re
tire community.
ceived new members, thereby gain
Mr. Packard was born in Rockport, ing inspiration for the future.
April 7. 1874, only son of Jacob and
A baptismal service of great beauty
Laura Carroll Packard. From a young was conducted at the First Baptist
man he was always interested in any Church Sunday evening, these being
movement that he felt was for the baptized: Horace Vinal, Thelma
betterment of the community in which Whitehouse, Madeline Anderson. Eve
lie lived, and early he became actively lyn Simpson, Evelyn Thistle, Lunetta
engaged in political affairs. He was Smith, and Eleanor Porter. The
a staunch Democrat and served as choir sang exceptionally well, and tlie
chairman of the Knox County Demo gratifying sum of $170 was received in
cratic committee for several years, the special Easter offering. There
and was also a member of the State was o profusion of beautiful memorial
Democratic committee. He twice rep lilies and other flowers and plants.
resented this district at the State
Reception of new members and
Legislature, the first time in 1909 and communion took place at the Univer
again in 1911, and at the session ln salist Church on Thursday evening
WILLIAM RENWICK RIDDELL
1915 was a member of the Senate, when Freda Searles, Shirley Stanley.
William Renwick Riddell, friend.
Is famed for tact and courtesy.
faithfully looking after the interests Eleanor Johnso.i. Stuart MarAlntan,
Like Knight of old ln chivalry;
and
welfare of his district in both Rioliura Marsh, Marion Harvle. Elmer
Like modern guide can wisdom send,
Inspiring men to noblest aim.
branches.
bird, Donald Marrliur and Kenneth
Aspiring for an honest fame.
The following year he was elected Post were received into membership.
May he be spared to guidance lend.
to the Board of County Commission Sunday morning the Intermediate
Record he can with skillful pen
Engagements fought ln duelling ways.
ers, serving six years, from 1915 fo Y.P.C.U. held an Impressive com
Now frowned upon in modern days.
1921 -the last two years ns chairman. munion and sunrise service at the
We learn from him that only when
Inspired by right, we seek for peace.
He had also served on the Board ot church, followed by Easter break’ast
Can war aud strife aud faction cease.
Selectmen for the town for three in the parlors. The tables were in the
Kindness hiring In "Good-will to
Men.”
years; was a director of the Camden- lorm of a cross and were decorated
ect and for the last four years has.
Renowned with gifts so rich and
Rockland Water Co., and was one of with Easter lilies and white candles.
taken up poultry management. All
rare.
the directors of tlie former Nortn Mrs. E. L. Toner as chairman was
Inspiring both by word and pen.
five years he has won first honors
/kuard, turn backward. O Time, in your flight,” and visualize the pictur National Bank of Rockland.
Doing hls bit for fellow-men.
assisted by Mrs. Adelbert Miles, Mrs.
Deeds that hls noble alms declare.
in his project work Each year he
esque Pioneer, a craft which never heeded storm signals
Being of a genial nature Mr. Pack E. W. Pike, Mrs. Arthur Marsh and
Ear' i our wish that he may -.till
; has taken part in Judging contests
Lead us in wisdom, sense and skill.
ard did not overlook, in his busy Mbs Myrtle Herrick. The morning
Long may he live, our earnest prayer!
and has given demonstrations on
—J. Gibson Hume (University of pa ed Owl's Head and pointed their .swallow, swallow hard. That's what career, the social side of life. For a service was inspirational. Decora
' "Killing and Picking Poultry" and Toronto) in the Toronto Globe.
many cf us did when we got our first number of years he held membership tions featured Easter lilies, sent as
notis toward the islands.
! "Range Rotation and Use of OutAs the boats drew nearer it was seen glimpse of the "People's Boat” and in the Rockland Lodge of Elks, was a memorials. The Junior Vested Choir
J door Shelter.” Activity in hls club
PATRIOTS DAY
that the Viking had a considerable though we may have had misgivings member of Rocklund Lodge, I.O.O F , headed by Jane Welch and Ruth Pike,
is shown by thc offices of vice presi
lead ever her adversary and a checr item the start we never expected to and a member and past master o! carrying white lighted candles, lent
dent, secretary and treasurer, that
frem hcr supporters rent the air. get the Jolt that was handed us on Penobscot View Grange. Always an effective touch to thc service.
he has held.
But their Joy was short lived for as that never to be forgotten day.
ready to heed the call of want and
The Easter services at St. Peter's
The Northend Slutting Rink will
In 1930 he attended the Maine 4-H
Everybody has a right to hls own Io extend a helping hand where Episcopal Church brought out large
the boats neared the middle of the
be thc scene of festivities to mor
Camp, Eastern States Exposition at
bay it was noticed that the Viking had opinion, of course and the remarks needed he will be greatly missed.
I congregations. There was a profusion
row night. Gentlemen 35 rents;
West Springfield, Mass. And in 1931 ladies 15 cents.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. of memorial lilies, and the altar was
stepped. that the Forest Queen was pertaining to the boat's appearance
went to Maine State Camp at Lewis
last overhauling her, soon passed het may not coincide with other people's Mattie Bradford Packard, two daugh- ablaze with candles. nte processional
ton as a regular delegate.
Stanley Walsh’s Orchestra end as she came through the Nar ideas but there is no question but ! ters, Mrs Mildred Kelly of Dorches J was most colorful. The mu.,iC by
Because of Maynard's outstanding
rows and entered the sound was far vital the Vinalhaven when compared ter. Mass., and Mrs. Gifford Calder j Junior and senior choirs was well
Everybody is talking about our
club rccord. participation in com
nice floor
away and ahead of our last hope the to the Gov. Bodwill was a distinct wood; hls mother, Mrs. Laura Pack j rendered, and thc service on u whole
46-lt
munity and club activities and his
Viking whose champions underwent ! flop.
ard: two grandchildren. Mary L. and was uplifting.
physical fitness ar.d good health,
Her pilot house came as near to Arthur Franklin Calderwood; and an
j all the chagrin and disappointment
A feature of the morning service
CONFETTI PARTY ON THE
Maine will be proud to have him as
the people of “Mudville" murt have resembling a packing box as any aunt Mrs Enuna leach of West Rock at the Methodist Church was the bap
ROLLERS
one of the representatives at Wash
felt when "Mighty Casey" s'ruck out. thing and to compare even that to port
tism of Infants—Avery Ruth Egan.
at the
ington. D. C.
Funeral services will be held Tues Cynthia Ann Hallowell. Betty Lou
No one tc this day will deny that | the trim looking pilot house on the
day at 2 oclock from the Rockport Robinson, Patricia Mae Whitehill,
the Viking Was the faster boat, but on I Gov. Bodwell—oh, what's the use!
A mast was placed immediately in Methodist Church, Rev. F. F. Fowle j Malcolm Earl Hallowell. Philip Earl
1 that fatal day the engineer in his
ever zealous desire to trim the Forest j front of the pilot house and her officiating, assisted by Rev. J. C. Mac ! Spaulding, Charlene Adelle Spaulding.
GOOD HOME WANTED
A good home Is wanted for an a*cd
Queen and trim her good, drove his smokestack which was not lined up Donald of the Rockland Baptist Children baptized included June and
member of Rockland Lodge of Elks.
engine so l»ard he heated the bear either with pilot house or mast was Church. All places of business In Walter Webel, Ruth. Gloria and VlrTONIGHT
Ideal for iinemp'oyed couple. App!y
ings, the boat caught fire and had to painted yellow. Her engine was of a Rockport will be closed during the i ginia Wltham, and adults, Mrs.
Dr. P. R- Damon, chairman relief
committee. Main at Park Streets, up COUPLES' GRACEFUL SKATING be slowed down for the remainder of type that was fast becoming obsolete, time of the services. Interment will J Blanche Witham, Miss Dorothy
CONTEST
stairs.
46-48
the distance across the bay. Short the engineer when on duty being be in Amesbury Hill cemetery.
Witham, Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth,
THURSDAY NIGHT
Mbs Margaret Ellis, Miss Julia Mol
46‘lt ly after this event the Gov. Bodwell compelled to be down in the pit with
EVERYBODY GO1N' IT SEEMS
made her appearance and the Forest the fireman.
way and Henry Lutvey. The adults
Somehow we felt as if wc had a
Queen sailed away "with a bone in
were also taken into membership, as
Advance Sale For “Codfish Arlsher teeth and that same tantalizing right to expect something better than
were Mrs. Harriet EUis and Capt. El
tocraey*' Is Big—Two Changes In
this boat which was to become the
chip on her shoulder."
more Strout. Received into member
the Cast
ship by letter were Mr. and Mrs Ern
The defeat of the Viking was like a Gov. Bodwell's opponent.
A race between the two boats could
wet blanket to the hopes Of that side
Adelyn Bushnell who is staging est Buswell, Mrs. Leona Whitehill and
of the game and our only hope now have had but one result—the Vinal "Codfish Aristocracy" April 24-25 at Mrs Barbara Mouradian. There were
lay in the "new and fast steamer haven would have gotten a trimming Watts hall under the auspices of the 175 attendants at the Sunday school
Vinalhaven" that was soon to be put worse than the Forest Queen ever American Legion Drum and Bugle service, and thc evening pageant was
into service but even in this we were gave the Emmeline.
Corps, announces a change in thc colorful and gratifying. Decorations
Alter this interest in the boats be original cast. Mr and Mrs. Charles A. featured Easter lilies, and the musical
disappointed for the Gov. Bodwell was
gan to wane and crowds no longer Morton having withdrawn Thoma., program offered at the morning serv
the first to be put on the route
On the day appointed for the Gov. went to the hills to watch for them.
McPhail of Thomaston, a valuable ice by the choir was exceptionally
A Fire And Its Aftermath
Bodwell to appear she arrived on
factor in amateur theatricals, wil! pleasing. Mr. Marr reports one of the
But on the morning of Jan. 13. 189? play the role of "Robertson" in the largest congregations since coming to
schedule time and her trim, spic and
span appearance must have gladdened j lire broke out on the Vinalhaven and place of Mr. Morton, and Miss Elena the Rockland pastorate
At the Congregational Church five
Shute of Belfast has been engaged
for the part of “Ann Shaw" a strong new members were received by pro
character role. The appearance of fession of faith and two by letter.
Miss Shute is of particular local in The decorations of great beauty were
terest, as her mother was Helen arranged by J. C. Perry, and fea
Bachelder of this city, a prominent tured a large cross flanked by memo
figure in amateur theatricals and rial lilies. There were 24 in the Pil
the newspaper field since removing grim Choir, and Lite music under
to Belfast. Miss Shute has aopeared Marshall Bradford's brilliant direct
in stage productions in Boston, Lake- ing was most gratifying. The church
wood, and elsewhere, and will bring was well filled, and the general spirit
to the role of Ann Shaw the benefit seemed exalted and happy.
Littlefield Memorial Church had a
of that experience.
The advance sale of tickets indi large congregation at both morning
cates that a packed house will be on and evening services. The concert
hand both nights, and with this com put on by the children of the church
mittee putting forth their best "(forts school was invitational, as was also
it can well be understood that s’.'cccst the lesson of the Bible drama which
46-47
Even thr opponents of that line admitted that the Gov. Bodwell was trim and will reward th»tn:
formed the evening service.
speedy. Burned to water’s edge at Swan's Island
General chairman, O. E. W'shman.
Speaking of a new low in freedoi
treasurer. Gardner French; advertis
we
read that the Soviet has granted
she
was
fast
being
consumed
when
•he hearts of her sponsors and sup
ing, Carl Davis, chairman, Wiliiani
they succeeded in scuttling her and Cold; tickets, Milton French, chair Russian women the same freedo
porters.
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
Oh how we the loyal champions of she sank in 'Lime to save the hull man, Louis Cates and Donald Kelsey, accorded the men. — Thomastx
properties, Earl Alden, George Leon Times.
the opposing line hoped the Vinalha from burning.
It
was
said
that
the
fire
started
ard, Michael RLstano; stage carpenter.
ven would, at least compare favorably
with this formidable craft which was from spontaneous combustion of thc Ervin Curtis, Herbert Robishaw: YOUR FAVORITE POEM
certainly a peach from all angles. coal in one of the bunkers or from a stage electrician, Francis Havener,
If I had to live my life again I would
And although we still "clung to tha* piece of oily waste but many thought Lawrence Leach; programs, George have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
hope that springs eternal,” etc., and it was of incendiary origin which was Robi-sliaw; orchestra, Levi Flint; a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
I
probably
a
natural
conclusion
unde
ushera,
Earl
Smith,
Ernest
P.
Jones,
prayed that the Vinalhaven, would
THE LAND O’ THE LEAL
make this boat look like a mud scow the circumstances as there were those Frederick Cates, Wesley Oxton, Pearl
I’m wearln’ awa'. Jean.
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
in comparison. It must be admitted I on either side who were extremely Warren, Gilman Seabury, William
Like snaw when It's thaw. Jean.
Coaches Leave Rorkland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
that we had grave doubts because, to bitter in their attitude toward the Cold. Austin Brewer, Fred Sistaire
I’m wearln’ awa’
To the land o’ the leal
other.
and
Carl
Davis.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
many of us, thc Gov. Bodwell looked
There’s nae sorrow there. Jean.
Arthur
Mills,
one
of
the
deck
hands,
There
’s neither cauld nor care. Jean.
Coaches Leave Rorkland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
but a little short of perfection.
was asleep in his berth when tlie tire NEW GRUNOW WINS FAVOR The day Is aye fair
In
the
land o’ the leal.
Coaches Arrive In Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and LOO A. M
The Vinalhaven a “Flop"
ABLE COMMENT
started and narrowly escaped.
The Vinalhaven made her official
Ye were aye leal and true. Jean.
" Bullet' Mills was In hls bunk.
Your task's ended noo, Jean.
He got out before she sunk.”
debut in August 1892 and on that his
Thc new Grunow has caused
And I'll welcome you
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
To the land o' the leal.
toric day a mighty throng was
Tlie above stanza is an extract much favorable comment because
Our bonnle bairn’s there. Jean.
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
assembled on the steamboat pier all | from a poem describing the burning of its beauty, noiselessness, and sim
She was balth guld and fair. Jean;
we grudged her right salt
cocked and primed to give “The Peo ' of the boat, written by a local bard ple operation as well as because of O To
the land o’ the leal!
ple’s Boat" as she was then called, ' and Which appeared in one of thc the new refrigerant. House-Sher
dry that tearfu' e’e. Jean,
a glorious welcome, this wonderful I papers. Some time after this occur- man, Inc., rejxjrts many calls and a Then
Tickets May Be Purchased At
My soul langs to be free, Jean.
And angels wait on me
maritime
masterpiece
that
was
to
,
rence
what
was
left
of
the
Vinalhagreat deal of interest displayed in
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
To the land o’ the leal.
make the Gov. Bodwell look like a ' ven was floated, her engine over- this refrigerator during the past Now fare ye weel, my ain Jean.
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
This warld’s care Is vain. Jean;
mudsoow.
, hauled to the extent that she was en- week and they are predicting great
We ll meet and aye be fain
5tf
In the land o’ the leal!
Heralding Ute approach of this
things for this line.—adv.
(Coutinued on Page Two)
—Lady Caroline Nairn.
saw
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SWEET

WINS WASHINGTON TRIP
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ADELYN BUSHNELL

COMMUNITY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 18, 1933

“Quaker Stages”

(Second Installment)
I The opening installment ended
with a race between the Viking and
Forest Queen in prospect, and the
islands mightily excited as to the out
come. The story of the race, and sub
sequent developments in the Vinal
haven steamboat war, as told by Sid
ney L. Winslow of that town follows.
—Ed. I

I thing of beauty were tlie crescendo
notes of her screech owl whistle that
“recoiled upon the mountain and
echoed on the flat" as she came
t through the Reach. Pandemonium
broke loose as she came around Nor1 ton's Point. Bells rang, people shout
ed, horns tooted, terrific explosions
split the air and if there were any
welkins thereabout they surely must
, have rung. At any rate it was an
A Conquered Viking
awful racket. Eagerly folks stretched
At last the day arrived, a day whose iheir necks to get first view of the
breeze from the northwest made new steamer,
Right here the reader of this article
visibility excellent and the approach*ng steamers could be seen as they .‘hould make a slight pause and

The Courier-Gazette
THBEE-T1MES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 18, 1933

Page Two
WORDS WE WELCOME

Miss MeKnight Expresses Apprecia
tion Of This Paper's Easter Page

A FAMOUS STEAMBOAT WAR

Pcnobscct Bay any smoother than cn
(Continued from Page One)
My help cometh from the Lord
that day. Thc ocean was like a big
which made Heaven and eairth —•
Rockland. April 15.
abled to return to Searsport, under mirror and without a ripple.
Psalms 121:2.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
her own steam, to be rebuilt.
On the return trip the Vinalhaven
Usually a whole page "ad" which
got
about a 10-minute start of the
Steamer
Pentagoet
was
put
on
duty
We have been inclined to look J bears significant meaning to the
in the Vinalhaven's place for a while Gov. Bodwell but was rapidly being
upon Postmaster General Farley whole community is sponsored by
overhauled as the Bodwell came closer
from thc standpoint of being a interested groups. The whole page
and later the steamer Sedgewick.
and closer.
purely partisan Democrat, and a given to the value of religion in Sat
(The Pentagoet was afterward los'.
It scon became apparent that all
very shrewd one, as may be judged urday's issue seems to be the Easter
while on her way from Boston to was not well on the latter boot for
by anybody who saw how easily he contribution of the newspaper.
Portland during the famous “Port- , she had slowed down and finally,
defeated the forces which were op
I wish to express my appreciation
otopped altogether.
land Gale" of Nov. 26, 1898).
posed to Franklin D. Roosevelt's I of this recognition of the God our!
Another Rockland man who
nomination. But with the Demo
Through the rebuilding of the I Like the Viking in her contest with
: forefathers worshipped and the
saw the Chelsea fire 25 years
cratic office seekers at their most ' value of His church in our com
Vinalhaven a new interest was taken j the Forest Queen the engine had be
ago
was J. Fred Knight of
clamorous stage he has had the
in the boats and all wondered how come heated making it necessary to
munity. It comes to me with ever
Broad
street.
He
was
employed
courage to come out point blank
she would compare with the Gov slow down, yet after but a few
increasing emphasis that, our naby the Rockland & Roekport
with the statement that "efficient
Bodwell in regard to speed and gen minutes delay she was once more In 1
: tion is in its present critical con
pursuit of her adversary and had she
Lime
Company
in
Boston
at
thr
Republican postmasters will not be
eral appearance.
dition because a large majority of
time, and witnessed the con
supplanted until their terms have
Another big reception was staged not had to touch at Hurricane, would
the people have forgotten to take
on the day of her arrival in Vinalha- ! have come pretty close to beating the ;
flagration from the East Boston
expired," and that the administra
time to worship God and to realize
Vinalhaven to the steamboat pier in
tion will not abandon the high
side.
ven after her rejuvenation.
j
His
presence.
Vinalhaven.
ground which the party has long
A Cirrus Day Race
If our editors over the nation
All things must come to an end and
An unusual Sunday broadcast
nurtured—thc civil service system
The remodelled Vinalhaven was a 1
I A pair of frightened lovers.
PARK THEATRE
this merry little war came to a close ter t. the marathon down the highway
told of the Easter parade cn the
of competitive examinations. With would follow your worthy example
far
better
looking
boat
in
every
way
I
A tube of poisoned toothpaste.
of
years.
when a few days later thc Vinalha Board Walk at Atlantic City.
some Democratic aspirants this there would be net only "100 per
A broken telephone hooked up to
than the original atrocity; the pack
Sometimes when we folks of the
Although the racket, devastating ln
| cent increase financially" but also in
ven
&
Rockland
Steamboat
Co.
as
Yesterday the annual Easter
policy will be no more popular than
ing box pilot house discarded and a
a
islands
see
her
buffeting
thc
waves
as
its
scope
and
often
leaving
terror
in
► radio.
reprerented by die Gov. Bodwell
egg-rolling contest on “ e White
the attitude which Grover Cleve a return to church attendance and a
An innocent man on a train
neater, more ship shape one put in its
sturdily and as undaunted as she did its wake, has forced itself upon the
,
renewal
of
faith
in
Ood.
This
would
bought
out
tlie
opposing
company
and
House lawn was broadcast, and
land adopted on some public ques
place; the yellow smoke.t'.ack replaced
1 marked for death.
40
years
ago.
it
brings
to
our
minds
American
economic
structure
during
the dove of peace or.ee more hovered
clear up here in Rockland. Me.,
tions. but tlie country at large will yield those virtues of honesty, jus
by a trim looking black one set at an
These are the factors which sup
the caption that was placed on a float the past decade, its far-reaching ef
over Penobscot Bay.
it was evident that thc kiddies
not fail to credit President Roose tice. righteousness, and purity in
ply the romance and spine-tingling
angle which did not clash with that
representing
her
during
a
Fourth
of
fects
are
realized
by
comparatively
• • • •
were having a fine time.
velt's right hand man with plenty personal and public life which would
' cf the pilot house and which gave the
July celebration some years ago The few. How it has spread its influence suspense of "Whistling in the Dark."
of courage as well as being a politi once again stabilize our civilization.
For more than 35 years after these caption read, "lhe People's Little to the lives of the men in the street I the feature attraction Thursday.
boat a more pert appearance than Its
If you do not like to wait up
II trust this issue of your paper has
cal strategist.
momentous happenings the Gov. Bod- Boat Has Come to Stay.”
predecessor.
It ls a mystery comedy with
ts embraced by "State Trooper." a
for the 11 o'clock broadcasts,
had large circulation and will stimu
She had no masts but there were well and V.na'.ha'. en were boo.i com
story of wilful sabotage in the gi i Ernest Truex, one of the foremost
try WHAM of Rochester, which
As the situation is seen by the late other editors to speak without
rhort flag poles at her bow and rtern panions and tn almost constant serv
gantic oil industry, which cou.(3 for comedians of the New York and Lon
STRAND THEATRE
comes on at 10.15.
Literary Digest there are only one fear concerning this most vital of all
Her engine was up to date, had more ice in catering to the islands of the
Wednesday only. According to the don stage, and Una Merkel, supply
or two States which will vote to our traditions—religion.
pewer than the former one and which P< ncfc.jot Bay as far as Swan's
major
premise of the story, the petty ing most of the laughs. For 11 solid
The address of Mm Russell
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WITH THE BOWLERS
County's political and industrial
affairs. Serving three terms in the
In the waning days of the bowling
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two branches of Legislature gained
season the Three Crows again smote
Mrs. Lillian Lincoln, Mrs. Rena King Henry's crown, this lim? with
for him a Statewide acquaintance
and an influence which he followed Marshall. Florence Fairbrother and a 53-pin victory. This in spite oi
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President Johnson calls Colby
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Dept....................................... 379 180.990 16
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of the favorable cash balance which i to that country in the early part ot and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, attc.ding
1.812.609 25
Net Unpaid Losses ................. >171.285 24
Net Unpaid Losses ................ >157 260 16 Surplus over all Liabilities
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.139.681 52 Total Liabilities and Sur
Liabilities and Sur
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plus ...................................... $19,318,094 25
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the fiscal year without any reduc and will be u'?d by a group of thc of the American Legion Auxiliary in
•Bonds have been valued on an Cash Capital
• Bonds have been valued on an Cash Capital ............................. 2.000 000 00
basis; stocks on the basis of Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3,140.185 32 amortized basis; stocks on the basis of Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3,412,680 86
tion ln the size ot the salaries of young summer people. Eleven more Auburn last week, were much thrilled amortized
values adopted by the National Con
values adopted by the National Conven
Total Liabilities and Surplus >6 355.888 63 tion of Insurance Commissioners.
Total Liabilities and Surplus >7,432.475 91
by the announcement, made hy Mrs vention of Insurance Commissioners.
the teaching staff Now why doesn't boats are expected soon.
43-T-49
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hammond Agnes Bradley of Rumford, to the
Colby establish a new chair and
teach the troubled world how to spent the weekend at their bungalow effect that Legislature had passed the
at Spruce Head and had as guests bill providing scholarships for World
make both ends meet.
Sunday Mr and Mrs. Henry Carver War orphans, tills meaning free
tuition, etc., to all State schools and
An event not down on the Easter of Simonton.
colleges, providing students meet cer
programs in Knox County was the
A lot of things can bc bought for tain requirements. This is a matter
duet furnished by the Rockland
Breakwater and Whitehead fog sig- a
nowadays, but the customer the Auxiliary has been deeply inter
nals. A disagreeable day, if you ask I public seems to be finding it harder ested in and for which it had been
X
to sing —San Diego Union.
( striving for a long period.
US.

In Accordance

with a long established custom and
in order that our store family may

enjoy a merited holiday . . .

THIS STORE WILL BE

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
PATRIOTS’ DAY

VALVE AND CARBON JOBS
BRAKE REUNING JOBS

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

“PROTECT WHAT YOU HAVE”

Place your insurance in companies of unquestionable loss paying
ability. Prompt settlement of claims constitutes the
unbroken record of this office.

ARTHUR L. ORNE, Incorporated

An Insurance Program to Fit Every Need
Phones—Office 819—Residence 56
417 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

1

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 1ft— Patriots Dav
April 20—Schumann Club of Bangor In
exchange program with Rubinstein
Club.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented for hospital benefit.
April 21—13 to 930) Regular meeting
of Woman's Educational Club at O.A.R
hall.

WEATHER
Rideout's weather forecast this
morning was Just as cheerful as Its
11 predecessors have been — wind
cast, with occasional rain probable.
The temperature will bc about the
same. Barometer 30 4 and falling;
temperature at 8 o'clock 49. The
gulls are shrieking at a great rate
this morning, whether ln approval
or not It is hard to judge, but there
is no doubt as to the average
human's reaction to this spell of
gloomy weather. The only bright
spot about Easter was that it didn't
rain all thc time, and thc same lefthanded compliment applied yester
day.
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Knox Aerie of Eagles nominates
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans
officers tonight.
meets tomorrow evening; circle sup
per at 6. Cards in the afternoon.
Patriots Day tomorrow. What are
you going to do, patriotic?
The monthly meeting of the school
committee scheduled for Thursday
There will be degree work at the night has been postponed a week or
Rebekah meeting tonight, followed by two.
a rag social and box lunch.
Levi Flint has bought the Asa JackThe ghost again failed t3 walk at son house at Thr Highlands, ar.d
the City building yesterday. The after extensive repairs have been
city officials are living on hope— i made will occupy It.
and reducing.
Those who burned dead grass are
Enrollments for the C J4 T.C. at } rewarded by having the fresh green
Fort McKinley are exceeding cxpec-, brand ahead ot their neighbors, also
Rations and indicate that the plan has, they are rid of a fire menace.

■ Now Showing
HARDEEN
PACKING CASE ESCAPE

at last reached a stage of popularity

The suggestion is made of an allwrestling program at one of the
Tire Pa t Orandr aud Noble Grands American Legion smokers. An ex
Association of Knox and Vncoln pression of opinion from the fans is
counties meets tomorrow evening al desired.
Odd Fellows ha”, supper to b° served
Walter Gay of Rockland, who won
on arrival of guests.
his spurs in football at Bates Col

and understanding.

Mrs. Jonathan Gardner ls in charge
of a public supper to toe given tomor
row from 6 to 7 at the Mountain
Stores generally will be Closed to
View Union hall ("The Woodbox"),
morrow, Patriots Day.
West Meadow road, under auspices of
The Public Library will observe the Farm Bureau.
holiday hours tomorrow—2 until 6.
A correspondent acting as spokes
Dr. C. Harold Jameson has re man for the “Citizens' League,” writes
moved his office to 10 School street, that there is going to be a raid on
“pe-’keasys, houses of ill fame and
RockkUiu.
street walkers. "It makes no differ
Many communities have not re ence whether on Main street or The
moved their snow fences, and after Point," the writer says, “this city is
last week's experience why should going to be cleaned up. We know all
they?
the names.”

lege last fall, ls now out with the
baseball squad, trying for an outfield
position.
The freighter Cornish whistled out
of Rockland harbor Saturday night,
and will be seen no more at this port
until next fall. She has been a faith
ful old scout.

Leroy F. Smith of Auburn is a can
didate for the office of department
commander of Veterans of Foreign
Wars. He is the present senior vice
commander.

Carl R. Gray, president of thc Union
Pacific Railroad, who has a summer
Tickets for "The Codfish Aris
Nearly 80 hungry men partook of home ln Cushing, has been mentioned
tocracy" y ill be checked at Chisholm's the Easter breakfast al Masonic prominently for the position of fed
and McDonald's Thursday and Fri Temple Sunday morning, including eral director of railroads.
day of this week.
the 20 members of the Rockland
The civics lesson fcr the fcduca- j
_. „
7
,. City Band which accompanied
The Knowlton house on Limerock
J
_
lional Club meeting Friday afternoon
street is undergoing repairs, in which Claremont commandery to Thom- will be found on Page 227. Membeis
the brush wielded by William Burns w't<’n' The sir Knights and band- are asked to be ready to answer ques
plays an important part.
men had high Pralse for the break’ tions found at the close of th? lesson.
____
i fast.
William T. Richardson, a long time
------A Criehaven man was discharged
employe of the city, died suddenly
Commissioner Stobie delivered an in Municipal Court Saturday after
yesterday morning at hls home, 19 address ln the Jefferson Orange pleading "not guilty" to the charge of
Spruce street Funeral Wednesday hall Friday night, after a large Ashing for lobsters without a license. |
at 3 p. m.
gathering had passed a favorable The evidence was not strong enough
------1 verdict on the chicken supper. The to hold him.
The week's principal events at the Knox Cpunty
and Game So.
Spanish Villa rink are; Tonfcht. j cl€ty was represented by Dr B E
Mrs. E. L. Morris of 375 Old County j
confetti party; Thursday night. Epi- Flanders> Dr WaItCT P Conley Dr road fell down the cellar stairs at her j
sode No. 2 in graceful skating con- , NpU A poK Alfrcd c Hocking and home recently and broke three ribs
besides injuring her shoulder quite
test for couples.
Ernest C. Davis.
badly. Mrs. Morris, practically blind, j
_____
David Rubenstein has re-opened
was unaware that the cellar door -was
Mrs. J H. Smith of 4 Willow street, open.
his antique shop near the corner of
Main street and Talbot avenue. Mr. Skowhegan, who always has a warm
Rubenstein and family have been welcome for The Courler-Oazette.
The civics class of Rockland High
spending the winter in Brookline.
special appreciation for “Ouar- School '36. has Horace Vinal as chair
_____
dians Of Our Coast,” writes that the man and Dorothy Boynton as secre
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at community experienced a slight tary for the third period. The civics
2.30 with Mrs. Edith Twcedle. Sub- earthquake the other night. It lasted leaders for the last month are Miss
Ject, "Missions and the W.C.T.U.;" only a few seconds, but long enough Hapworth. Miss B Jordan. Miss Dor
leader, Mrs Oena Atherton. The to leave an unpleasant sensation. The othy Thomas. Rich and Mattatall.
program will be given in Thursday's ice and snow are just leaving,
Col. F. S. Philbrick was honor guest
paper.
_____
The community at the comer of at the meeting of Fred A. Norwood
Dr. Nell A. Fogg told of hls ex
i Talbot avenue and Lincoln street Relief Corps in Rockport Friday night
periences as a Rockland representa [ was thrown into a state of excite- when the patriotic days of April were
tive to Legislature at yesterday's j ment early this morning by the celebrated. Col. Philbrick spoke on
Forty Club session playing up the
BENJAMIN C. PERRY
afternoon from the late residence,'
sound of two revolver shots and an events of the Civil War and of the
MRS. ELIZABETH RYAN
at the Baptist Church here. Thc
ROCKVILLE
amusing side as well as the construc
accompanying
commotion
The holidays commemorated, and played | The sudden death of Benjimin
cast has offered to rhare this Bible
The funeral services of Mrs. Eliza with Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
tive angles.
shots were fired by Capt. S. E. Wll- several old-time tunes on his violin. Clough Perry Thursday night, April beth Ryan took place Friday morning ficiating. Bearers were A. C. Mc
drama with the Rockville people and
Wednesday evening at 730 lhe
He was presented with a large basket,
any others mho pre interested, ano
Supt. E. L. Toner was in Augusta ; tard Coast ArtlIler>'
of- beautifully decorated, containing 13. at his home at The Highlands from St. Bernard's Church, Rev. Fr Loon. Norris Bartlett, Raymond
Bucklin and Walter O'Brien. Inter pageant "The Triumoh cf Love," will the West Rcekport folks are planning
after an illness of only two hours,
last week in the interests of secur Beer, not at, but in the general di fruit, cake and other goodies.
Flynn officiating. The deceased was . ment was in the family lot at Achorn be presented by members of the to attend. Admission is free but an
brought sorrow to the wide circle o(
ing a tubercular clinic for Rcckland rection of a Peeping Tom. who was
a native of Nova Scotia where she cemetery.
Littlefield Memorial Church School offering will prcbably be taken.
peering
at
an
uncurtained
window.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC., IIAN’D- friends formed during his life which
and Rockport schools. He found
was bom 82 years ago, coming to this
Rutfus
Tracey
of
Park
street
was
had
passed
the
three
-score
and
LING GRL'N’OW
that It will bc possible to conduct
bung tried on that charge when this
ten mark.
city some 41 years ago.
cnc in the fall.
paper went to press .
House-Sherman, Inc., of 442 Main
He was born tn Rockville, March
She Is survived b.v four sons—Wil
street, one of Rockland's oldest and 28. 1859. son of Thomas A. and liam J. of Brighton, Mass., John j
Players who wish to participate in
semi-professional football next fall,
The baseball season in Knox largest electrical and radio stores, Margaret (Norwood) Perry, and the D. of Dorchester. Mass.. Oeorge F. I
are asked to attend a meeting next County will open next Saturday on has recently taken on the new Gru- greater part of his life was passed in
and Thomas F. of this city, and three
Sunday afternoon at 2.30
Oliver the Thomaston grounds when Coach now Refrigerator. The Orunow. 1 Rockland. He was married April 15,
.
.
.
,
daughters—Mrs. Margaret Burke of1
Hamlin of last season's team will fur Creighton's High Schcol team will based on a new principle with Car- ; 1882. to Helen Ormsbee. whose death A
Hplpn Barkcr Qf Cam.
nish particulars.
eneoiinter Ellsworth High. Inter rene. the newest and safest refrtg- took place on Mav 4. 1931. As a lad dfn and Mjss Mildrcd Ryan of tfl
est. of course will center on the erant for home refrigeration, U he entered the employ of John Bird cil
It looked like old times last night presence of the former Thomaston causing quite a sensation.
Co., then having its quarters at '' Mrg Ryan wg, strlckcn EUddcnly
when many were unable to gain ad- ;
House-Sherman. Inc., has a num- Blacklngton's Corner, and later went
WCPk,‘ago wllh
lnd,gc.tIon
principal and coach L. C. 8turtevant
mittancp for the Arst perfomance at
It is difficult to imagine “Stivie' bcr of these r.ew refrigerators on 1 along with firm into its new build- from which she failed to recover and
Strand Theatre. "Rasputin." with its
I
not exhorting Thomaston High to display and with F. D. Pitts Com-! ing on Tillson avenue. His service died April 11.
wonderful cast of stars, is a dramatic
Boston
’s Gland Expert
win, but next Saturday he will bc pany. the New England distributors, with John Bird Company covered
She was of a very retiring nature
story of Russia.
and Master Specialist
very much on the opposite side of are holding a showing this week and j many years. In recent years he was and a great lover of her home life,
Will make his next regular visit to
An Ideal opportunity for some un the fence, and knowing the old fox a demonstration of Carrene.—adv. 1 with the Rockland Wholesale Grcc- yet ever ready to lend a helping hand
FREE X-RAY EXAMINATION
-----------------! ery Company for a short time and in sickness and trouble. She leaves a
employed couple in this city to solve as well as Coach Creighton dbes
The above shows Dr. Bnrbrfck using
___ __ „
BORN
had charge of the filling station at host of friends as attested by the
tho X-Ray ns un aid to diagnosis.
their problem is offered by the Rock there is sure to be a duel1 of wits.
ANDERSON—At Rockland. April 12. to,.
,
..
,
,. ,,
_ ,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Anderson, a son, , the junction Of North Main, Cedar many acts of kindness shown her
land Lodge of Elks in their advertise
Wg,r Ron«1^_________
| and Birch streets.
1 through her sickness, and thc many
All Chronic Diseases anil Glandular Disorders
At The Hotel Rockland
The guest speaker at the Baptist
ment on the flrst page of this newsTreated Without Cutting Operations, Hos
DIED
He was one of the oldest members beautiful floral offerings.
piper. Telephone Dr. P. R. Damon Men’s League meeting Thursday
pitalization
or
Surgical
Procedures.
One Day Only, Thursday, April 20
Following the services at the church
night will be a former pastor of the PUSHARD—At Warren. April 17. Herbert J of Knox Lodge. I.O.OK, his mcmfor details at 915-M.
F. Pushard. aged 63 years. 4 months.
, .
.
.
.
,
HOURS: 10 A. M. to 12—2 to 5 and 7 to 8 P. M.
SAVE THE GLANDS
21 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2| bership having covered nearly 50 Mrs. Ryan was burled in St. James
------1 church. Rev. Dr. Benjamin P
We arc only us old as our glands. W hy rut
o'clock at Curtis Funeral Parlors. years.
Tomorrow Is Patriots Day. In the Browne of Holyoke. Mass. “The
Although a man of quiet cemetery ln Thomaston. The bear
To all who call on him
and destroy these precious ami vital organs
Bath. Burial at West Dresden
FOR this visit. Dr. liarhrick
evening many couples will wend , Menace of Propaganda" Is the sub- RICHARDSON—At Rockland. April 17, tastes, he surrounded himself wit!) ers were Timothy McInnis, Timothy
when they might lie saved by Dr. Ilarbrlek's
will give his full examin
William T. Richardson, aged 73 years , countless friends, to whom he was McNamara.
System Treatment?
their way to the Northend rink where' Ject he has wiectedi and u wm dtai
Valentine Chisholm.
THIS VISIT ation
8 months. 17 days. Funeral Wednes
and complete diag
Catarrh,
Coughs,
Asthma,
Bronchitis,
and
all
Manager Sistaire Is putting on a of cour£e wRh
of the great
Dennis
Cronin.
Thomas
Fleming
and
day at 3 o'clock from the residence known as "Ben." regardless of age.
nosis Abaolutely Free of Charge.
diseases of the Lungs and Chest
dance, with music by Stanley Walsh's j pr(jbIeln9
the prewnt gen5tf'et » v,
..... He was especially loved by children Gerald Margeson.
PACKARD — At Rockland. April 16
r
j
j
Diseases of the Blood, Skin and Nervous Sys This Is neither a charity offer nor a bid for practice
orchestra.
At last nights dance pration wuh Dr flrowne presenl
hut purely a Liberal Proposition Intended to place
Arthur B Packard, aged 59 years. 9! on whom he lavished gifts genertem. Anaemia, Eczema, Epilepsy, Rheuma
days
Funeral
Tuesday
at
2
o'clock
the Coat ot Experience, Skill ami Special Treatment
everybody "raved" about the nice there is always a good attendance,
FRANK D. HARADEN
tism, Neuritis and all painful nITcctions, etc.
1 ously. and for whom he always had
from Methodist Church. Rockport.
necessary
for the most obstinate and chronic case
dancing surface.
Diseases
of
the
Circulatory
System
(blood
Frank D. Haraden, an esteemed
and the meeting will probably bring HULL—At Rockland. April 16. Samuel a kind word. Manv of these chilwithin tho reach of all those sick nml suffering who
pressure),
heart
and
blood
vessels,
etc.
L. Hull, aged 55 years. 8 months. 8 d
n, tQ —p ,h rpmains Sun.
truly wish ami will honestly try to get well. Tills
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock 1 Qrcn wcnl 10 sce lne renlaln* eun citizen of Rockland for more than
Diseases of the l.lver, Kidneys, Stomach, Bow offer Is limited only to those who apply for treatment
A Washington despatch says that out some of the members who have
from 28 Water street.
day morning preceding the funeral 50 years, died at hls home on Limcbeen
in
hibernation.
With
a
popular
els, Bladder, etc.
on the days and dates of Ills visits to this city and la
Ensign Otis' visit to that city was
serviccs. and the sorrow manifested rock street, Wednesday. April 12.
Enlargements, swellings, growths, tumors,
not good at the Boston office.
CARD OF THANKS
for thc purpose of consulting thc speaker and such a supper as the
We wish to thank our relatives and by them was a tribute in itself.
etc., without the knife.
after three weeks 'illness of heart
READ HIS CREDENTIALS
Postoffice department concerning a women arc preparing this should friends for their kindness and sympa
Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat and
Mr. Perry is survived by one sis- j trouble. He was in his 75th year,
For
the
benefit
of those who may not know him welli
thy
during
our
recent
bereavement;
also
Boston to Bangor mail contract for > ccr*a'nb’ *>c the case.
many aliments which may he traced to hidden
for thc beautiful floral offerings
the following credentials will enable the patients to
ter, Mrs. Charles Thurston of Union
A native of Steuben. Mr. Haraden
•
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Curtis.
infections, auto-intoxications, habit wrongs, judge whether the Doctor is qualified to cure them
the Maine Air Transport, Inc. The t
-------and one brother, Albra Perry, of came to Rockland m early manhood.
diet errors, indiscretions and excesses, etc.
or not.
politicians had another guess.
) Mrs. Florence Ellis completed her
in sad .nd,ffo"nFgMm?mo” of my dearI Rockland: three nephews, Alden For the past ten years he was cmCHHONIC DISEASES
J. FRASEIt BABBIIIcA, M. D.
_____
local duties with thc home economics
Medical Specialist and Endocrinologist
Chronic Diseases lo ho successfully handled
mothcr. Hattie m Fossett, who passed Perry and A. T. Thurston of Rock- ployed bv A C. McLoon Co H- was
The mothers of children in thc ! department of the Central Maine awav
Anril 18 1932
-Nearly 40 Years' Experience
must he scientifically and systematically
land, and Wilbur Thurston of Union, a great homebody, with few outsidHarmonica Band are asked to meet at ! Power Company Saturday, and went . The rose that ls sweetest and dearest
studied and patiently and perseverlngly Graduated lat 1893, 2nd 19(10. 3rd 1910 Post grad N. T.
Is the bud that Is cut by thc frost.
Funeral services were held Sun- interests. Honest and industrious
thc home of Mrs Ruth E. Sanborn ' to Augusta where she will serve as
Policlinic 1901-2: N. V. Pont grad. 1907-8. Edinburg.
treated, and this rnn be better done by a
And the love that Is dearest and nearest
Scotland, (Royal Inllrmary) 1912; Vienna, Austria, lAlgcspecialist like Dr. Barbfick who makes this
day afternoon from the late resl- he was valued by his employers.
at 7 o'clock Wednesday night to sew executive in charge of the seven diIs the one that I have lost.
mcine Krnnkcnhaus) 1913; Harvatd (Mass. Charitable
his life work and is constantly giving this
Is home without a mother.
Eye & Ear infirmary) 1914.
der.ee. with Rev. J. Charles MacDonHe is survived by two sons. Guy E.
letters on the sweaters to bc worn at visions. The work has proved so What
There's no Joy right to thc end
branch of practice his wholo time, thought
For 7 years professor on the faculty of thc California
aid officiating. The bearers were A ar.d Clarence O., both of Rockland.
the State contest in Portland Satur valuable that the company decided to For when I lost my mother,
and attention.
Eclectic Medical College.
I lost my dearest friend.
B.
Huntley.
L.
A.
Thurston,
William
or.3 daughter, Mrs. Hany L. San
day. Take needles, thimbles and enlarge the service, and seven young Days of sadness still come o'er us
No matter what your condition, how long you have
Hidden tears so often flow
been sick, or how many doctors you have tried, no
L. Blackington and George Shu born of Portland; two sisters, Mrs
scissors. The matter of transporta women arc now employed, where four
For memory brings thkt loved one near
matter what your doubts inay be, there is hope. No
man. The floral tributes which were Fanny Norton of Rockland, and Mrs
tion will be discussed. Anyone hav formerly attended to the territory.
us
matter. If the best physicians have given you up, or hospitals have turned you away or failed you;
Who died one long year ago.
of great profusion included a set Flora Johnson of Steuben; two
ing means of transportation to offer The exceptional capability of Mrs.
No Matter What Anyhodv Says, (io Straight to 'Ibis Physician and satisfy yourself, lie Gives You
Sadly missed by her loving daughter,
This Opportunity Entirely Free of Expense. To avoid disappointment you should remember the
is asked to call Mrs. Sanborn, tel. Ellis, as shown in the local district, Sarah Ptnkham and her sister Maude piece from Knox Lodge and a beau grandchildren and two great-grand
Lays,
Dates and Office Hours of ills visits, and call early and avoid the crowded last hours.
489-R. Cars are needed. A rehearsal led to her promotion. She is suc Howard.
tiful offering from “The Neighbors" children. and a nephew, Ralph HaraIn Rockland, Me.', at The Hotel Rockland One Day Only, Thursday, April 20, from 10 to 12, 2 to 5 and 7 to 8
for members of the band is called for ceeded here by Miss Carrie Williams TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION who feel they have lost a kind and drn of Fort Kent. His wife, who was .
Thursday morning at 10 at the Mc of Stonington, a University of Maine
In Bath, Me., at The Columbia Hotel One Day Only, Friday, April 21, from 10 to 12, 2. to 5 and 7 to 8
HOUSE at 22 Oak 8t. to let. all mod thoughtful neighbor in Mr. Perry's Alice Staples, died about eight years
Lain .school. Children are asked to graduate who comes highly recom ern. newly renovated, six roonw. *20. death. Interment was in the fami ago.
|
Bouton
address, 18 Huntington Ave., Suite No. 3, w|iere all letters should be sent. Patients seen at Boston by
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerFuneral services were held Friday 1
take five cents to pay for the letters. mended.
appoint ment only.
45-46
Cobb-Davls.
46-tf ly lot at Achorn cemetery.

in
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The Sick Examined FREE
FOR THIS VISIT ONLY

Dr. BARBRICK

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE SICK.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

FACTORYWORKER
ILL SIX WEEKS
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HORIZONTAL
1-Throw
5-High tableland
(Sp.)
9-Mature*
11- Sir.s
12- Paradise
13-Horsepower (abbr.)
15- Egyptian sun-god
16- Wrong deeds
17- Marry
18- Native of Siam
20- Small bird
21-Canvas shelter
22- Charles (abbr.)
24-City thoroughfare
26-Natural fat
28- Propeller
29- Springy
32- Res:dence (abbr.)
33- Adds
36-A small lizard
38- Guide
39- The number nine
42-Mend
44- Restraln
45- Bavaria (abbr.)
47-Teased

HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
48-Perform
50-Brother of Cain
52- Night (abbr.)
53- South Dakota
(abbr.)
54- Fatigue
55-One in whose
interest a lawyer
acts
56- Gazed
57-County In S. E.
England
58- Employs

VERTICAL
1- A boats’ company
2- Helpera
3- Moved rapidly
4- Half a score
5- Prefix. Wrcng
6- Discharge
7- Elder
8- Assistant (abbr.)
10-Gtow
11- Converts into
i
money

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14— Form
15- Record (abbr.)
1C-Onc who foretell*
19-The Orient
21- Ensnared
23-Make stiff
26- Preposition
27- Prefix. From
30- Gu .ded
31- Declare*
33- Near by
34— A fuel
25-Wanderlng
3C-Glrt’s name
?7-“antalum (abbr.)
22- l-irm
IO-Want*
l-Dlstat*
-13-Fruit of a tree
45-Suctain
'C-A blood vessel
’S-Ventitate*
<9-Spreads loosely fci
drying, as flax
51-Permit
54-A Greek letter

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

WALDOBORO

Selona Itoynle is one of the stars
of John Golden's production of
Rachel Crother'a highly successful
comedy, "When Iatdies Meet." Earl
Larrimore, one of the Theater
Guild's prized performers and Se
lena Hoyle's husband, did not play
for a time, and so generally went
around to take her home after the
evening performance. Like many
husbands waiting for their wives,
he found a small nearby speakeasy,
where the bartender was tough, hut
the beer good. In fact. In the course
of several evenings, the two men be
came friendly and discussed things
ln general. But one evening, when
Mr. Larrimore dropped In for his
usual ten minute chat, he found
some strangers at the bar and a
rather silent host. The strangers
were men of keen and hard glance.
Their stare was fixed, cold and
questioning. The bartender spoke
up as one of them moved to block
the door.
“1 know him," he said. “Friend of
mine. An actor."
The eyes of the visitors thawed
and Mr. Larrimore was regarded
with considerably more favor. This
induced further volubility ln his
sponsor, the bartender.
"These lads." lie explained, "are
Just in In from Chicago and they like
to know who's In a place with them.
It Just might be somebody un
friendly."
• • •
Mr. Larrimore trusted that they
would perceive he was delighted to
to know them. He trusted they
would have something to remove
the dust from the larynx after their
loug trip. The whole atmosphere
radiated good will. They asked hltn
things concerning his profession. He
didn’t know Just how far It was
best to go in displaying a like In
terest. Finally he said:
"1 am going to ask a favor of
you gentlemen. In my new show
I am supposed to play a gangster.
I'd like to do It right: make a real
part I want you, who have been
around a lot, to advlge me. How
shall I make up. and wlint shall (
wear?"
,
Seriously and critically, the vis
itors regarded him. They looked him
over with the care a purchaser
might bestow on a considered auto
mobile. At last, they reached a de
cision and the apparent leader spoke
for them all.
“Don’t," he said earnestly, “change
a thing."

Mrs. Oelia Gross. Miss Jessie L.
Keer.e and Miss Lois Harkins have
returned to Gorham Normal School
after patsirt the Easter recess at
their homes here.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Magee have
returned and are at A P Jackson s
for the present
Rev. Guy McQuaidee. former pas
tor of the Baptist Church, is in town
and at A E. Boggs'.
Mrs Leola Oliver has moved her
household goods to the home of H
C Curtis.
MiCKIE SAYS—
George A. Cowan of Damariscotta
was in town Friday.
POUT •3EU0 AWAY FOR. YOUR.
Miss Mona Jones who has been at
PRlkMIMG * ORDER. FROM US
home for the Easter recess has re
AMO WE'LL SUBMIT A PROOF
sumed her studies at Oak Grove Semi
of THE JO8, SO YOU CAM SEE
JUST WHAT YOU ARE GETTIUG
nary. Vassalboro.
«.YDU ARE MOT GETT1MG ALN
Walter Sturrock of Providence was
"PIG IU A POKE" WHEU
I
| at Mrs. Nellie Overlock's over the (
YOU ORDER FROM
weekend Mrs. Sturrock who has been !
j passing the week as guest of her
r\6.' inW)
mother, returned with him.
1—
The Waldoboro baseball team de- |
feated the Union team 8 to 2 in a
I game Saturday.
j The W H S students had a cake and
candy sale at E. C. Teague's store,
Saturday afternoon.
The graduation of the class of 1933. j
W H S., will take place June 23. The
parts have been assigned as follows: '
Valedictory, Evelyn Lovejoy; salutatory. Phyllis Ludwig; class prophecy. |
Beulah Day; essay. Everett Achorn; ,
essay. Beryl Davis; class will. Eugene
Winchenbach; class gifts, Betty i
Stahl; class history, Lewis Boissonneault. On the honor list are Ednah j
Howard, all A's, and Dorothy Love
.QouOaB joy two A's, for the post graduates;
Genevieve Creamer, Martha Luce.|
THE EMPLOYERS' FIRE INSURANCE Phyllis Ludwig. Sherman Vannah
COMPANY
and Virginia Rowe, two A's; Lewis |
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Boissonneault, Evelyn Benner. Beryl j
•Stocks and Bonds ............... $4,274,464 92
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 227.928 70 Davis, Annie Ellis. Ruth Oeele. EveAgents’ Balances ................... 419.577 00 1 lyn Lovejoy, Avis Maloney, Margaret
Bills Receivable .......................
1.289 73
Interest and Rents ...............
31.805 71 Stahl and Ida Wallace, one A; RobAll other Assets .....................
7,162 91
j ert McLain. Barbara Pitcher. Esther
$4,962,228 97 j Reed and Frances Stahl, all B's, for
Cross Assets ..............
Deduct Items not admitted ...
undergraduates.
Admitted ...... ....................... $4,305,060 62 I_______________
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $281,957 26
PORT CLYDE
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.552 097 07 I
____
All other Liabilities .............. 411.258 19
~
Cash capital ............................ l.oooooooo
Norris Seavey who recently celeSurplu. over all Liabilities
1059.748 10 brated his
birt,hday anniversary

walked to Tenant’s Harbor recently.
Mrs. Jane Simmons is ill, and at
tended by Dr. Gross of Tenant's Har
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romkey and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Meservey of Tenant’s
Harbor were recent callers on Mr and
► EMBALMING J I Mrs. Walter Simmons
Mrs Frank Simmons has returned
MOTOR AMBUIANCf I from a visit in Rockland.
Mrs. Leah Davis and grandchil
Since 1840 this firm has falthN’'iz
served the families of Knox County dren Leah and Catharine Andrews
LADY ATTENDANT
recently spent a few days in Rock
Day Telephone 450—781-1
land.
Mrs Etta Teel entertained the Bap
BURPEE’S
tist
circle last Wednesday afternoon.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Henry Larkin has been ill the
1 past week.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Mr and Mrs. Harry Webber spent
STEAMBOAT CO.
|
last
week in Rockland
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
■Mier leaves Swan's Island at 5 36
Hupper's orchestra is an added at
[ , Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25
lhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock- traction at the A. C Church Sunday |
about 9.30.
turn—Leaves Rockland at 1.3u r*. m. evenings. It consists of Alden Hup
lhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston- per. son Wellman and daughter Mil- 1
>n at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
dred and Myron Hupper.
id about 6.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
tsn.M
We aren't demanding the peak of
1EN IN BOSTON—You can buy
•a of The Courier-Gazette, with the prosperity any more. Just a little
> news, at the Old South News
cv Washington St., next Old South peek at it would seem a whole lot
ch; also at M. Andelman's. 284 now.—Boston Herald.

Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,305,060 62
• The National Convention of Insur- 1
ance Commissioners’ valuations have
been used to determine the market
40-T-46
value of securities.

lent St.

Every-Other-Day
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Able to Work Again After
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

"I work hard in a factory. At one
time 1 was home for six weeks, too
weak and run-down to work. 1 tried
different medicines and I was all dis
couraged but after I started taking
, Lydia E. Pinkhan-.’s Vegetable Com
pound I could feci mvsetf gaining
strength. It built me up so I can work.”
—Hazel V. Smith, 97 Norfolk St-,
Cambridge, Mass.
If you arc weak, nervous and run
down, give this medicine a fair trial.
Remember that half a million women
say, "It helps me.”

There have been a lot of statistics
published on the Manhattan tele
phone directory. They will tell you
how much paper Is required to
print It. how many subscribers are
listed In It and how much distance
would be covered if the subscribers
or the book. I forget which, were
laid end to end. But they have
left out some very Important fig
ures. In this Manhattan directory,
for example, there Is or are. to be
exact as the case may be. 1 Rod,
5 Yard, 1 Foots, 3 Foot. 2.7 Foote,
no Feet, but 2 Inch. Furthermore,
there Is, or are. 1 Arm, 9 Legg. 14
Finger and 34 Hand, not apparently
Including Charlie Hand, who Is now
living at the Biltmore. Many Hands
make light work, which may be why
the Democratic campaign went so
well, although Charlie was the only
Hand assigned to both Mr. Garner
and Mr. Smith. There are a round
dozen Head In the directory, a
Braine and a Liver.
• • •
Owen Davis writes plays about as
fast as Clarence Buddington Keiiand
writes short stories. That's record
speed. George Jessel and a friend
once met Mr. Davis on a morning
’va'k. and the friend asked, Jessel ,lf
he knew whether the playwright
was engaged ln any work.
“When I saw him," said Jessel.
"he had stooped over to tie a shoe
lace. It Just happened that he saw
a pencil that somebody had dropped
on the aidewalk. and before he
straightened up he had written two
new playa”
C. 1$3J. Bell Syndlcat..—WNU Service.

South Berwick was the childhood
home of Gladys Hasty Carroll, as it
was of Sarah Orne Jewett, on earlier
story-writer, and although Mrs.
Carroll now lives in Minneapolis she
returns to South Berwick every
summer. The scene of her forth
coming novel "As the Earth Turns," I
is a Matne farm, and the charac
ters are real people. The beauty oi
the changing seasons on the farm
farms a lovely frame for the every
day life of the family, its quiet
round broken in upon by anxiety,
tragedy, merriment; and always—on
every page—the most delicious food
comes out of Jen's obedient ovens! •
To be published May 2, and the
MacMillan Company announces that
this novel has been chosen by the
Bcck-of-the-Month C'.ub as its May
bock.
O fur a Booke and a shadte nooke

Eyttotr in-u-doore or out;

Who was Who?
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
PRINCE CHARMING

Elmer Rice, author of “Street
O, LADIES have never actually Scene," the Pulitzer Prize play of
worn glass slippers. But the 1929. told the audience ln the third
Cinderella theme, the story of the
lecture of the Bowdoin Institute ol
downtrodden heroine to whom at
last has come a Prince Charming and Modem Literature, that he had
bliss forever, lias become so deeply rather play in a theatre under Hitler
imbedded in our literature, that we Mussolini or Stalin, than under j
urs scarcely surprised to iiud it Will Hayes. "I don't like the ideas
founded on a real happening.
of these men." he said, "but at least I
About 1731' a talented and wealthy they have ideas."
French actor, mimed Thevenard.
Mr Rice, who took for his subject i
then a man over sixty, wandering
“
The
Theatre As a Social Force." in
about ttie streels of Purls, ohserved
upon a cobbler's stall awaiting re cluded motion picture houses, and
pair a woman's slipper. So dainty he was very critical of the .movie
was It, and of such grace, that Thev industry, which he described as an
enard was struck with admira illegitimate offspring of the stage
tion und curiosity about Its owner,
and a sort of fascination which The motion picture theatre, he said,
would not leuve him. Vnahle to is without taste or ideas, and it fos
free himself from his uncanny in ters militarism. If the American
terest. he ut length returned to the theatre is a social force at all, he
cobbler's stall, but could gain from asserted, it is a very, painful< and
him no clew as to the slipper's
unhappy one.
owner.
• • • *
Days passed, and that worn little
Among
the
lecturers
at Bowdoin in
slipper became an obsession with
the great man. Again and again, the Institute was Theodore Dreiser
irritated by his own folly but un It was timely that O O McIntyre's
able to do otherwise, he returned to "New York Day by Day” had some
tlie stall and watched the cobbler pithy paragraphs pertaining to Mr
chief races through his fingers like
as he worked upon the tiny shoe, Dreiser, to this effect:
always hoping ln vain that the own
muslin into a sewing machine.”
“An
evening with
Theodore
er would appear. She appeared only
when the shoe was done, and proved Dreiser leaves one feeling that civto be a ciiarming girl enough, but llization we know is tumbling down
D‘d any artists in reality attempt
of the poorest and humblest cla
No other person I ever met seems sc ’50 astonishing a "design lor living
Bui since this was a real fairy tale, 1 starkly stripped of illusion The as Noel Coward has presented in his
that made not the slightest differ
play of that name? That question
ence. and this Prince Charming and i great novelist is a gruff and dour ob- was asked by many after hearing
his Cinderella were married and i jector, without the slightest touch
i of lachrymose sentimentality for the Maud Andrews Lincoln present the
lived happily ever after.
play as a dramatic criticism a while
(©. 1132. Weitern Newspaper Unloa.)
past.
"Dreiser will listen, but not with ago. and it seemed to be an unani
mous agreement that such a “design
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE out annoyance. All the while that i for living" could not be. Yet there
famous handkerchief, folded into a
long silk strip, is being corrugated is certainly something of a parallel
• * •*-’
,<$
.>*•
into accordion pleats, squeezed into jin the stor7
Richard Wagner
a small packet, and then released. I Hans von Bulow, and Cosima. Hans
C
ns
spring-like, by convulsive fingers.! was ardently devoted to Wagner, and
ft
'
, •
It has the fascination of a snake when Cosima ran off with Wagner,
•,0
5 fc " J. s1
charming a bird. He has a lack of Hans followed them to their retreat
J5
*
.
I) f
taste, but a ringing sincerity which at Triebschen and stayed with them,
•
3l
:•
ii ‘a
one cannot help but admire. Yet, though still Cosima's lawful hus
yj ii
one feels his genius to be shackled band. For to Hans and Richard and
Cosima. there was something that
by bitterness."
"In one of his fierce blusters, mattered far more than convention;
Dreiser, apropos of nothing at all, Richard was composing "Die Meisnarled: 'What year was Alexander stersinger." and they must design '
the Great born?’ and before I could their living so that not a bar of its j
41 ' •
answer, even if I knew • which 1 gorgeous music might suffer.
The situation is vividly presented I
didn't)—he sneered:
'But you
wouldn't!’ Ai.^r such sky-rocket in “The Unconquerable Tristan, the,
ing. he grows mellow ln the manner Story of Richard Wagner." bv B M.
Steigman (The MacMillan pomof an apologetic boy "
"Dreiser's knowledge of human af pany).
* • • •
fairs is huge He is a reader, as

N

Washington.—The male Eski
mo may be developing another
rib.
This apparent ease of evoiu
tion at work ln mankind was re
ported by Dr. T. D. Stewart,
physical authropologlst of tlie
Smithsonian institution, who lias
Just completed an examination
of 200 skeletons of Eskimos, se
cured in recent expeditions in
Alaska, and found that approxi
mateiy 12 per cent had 25 Instead
of the customary 24 presacra 1
vertebrae. Tlie tendency seems
to be toward a lengthening of the
spinal column.

Gilchrest
Monumental Work«
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Cats Cannot See Any Fun
in Gambol in Deep Snow

Four-footed
as dogs and
to like deep
E. Traeewell

well as a thinker. But can be
taunted into expressing himself on
subjects about which he is empty.
In such garrulity, his conversation
has the unexpected dart of a rou
lette ba'.l, but he makes juicy fact of
insipid minutiae. Then, with the
same uncxpectancy, he becomes sul
lenly glowering, and the handkerA FCXXY LITTLE LAD

Kitty is looking at a big book
her Mother bought for her. Kitty
j says it is full of pictures and one
is the funniest looking lad. If
1 you take a pencil and join all the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number fifty-eight, you
will sec the little lad Kitty is
looking at.

MANGER
L

The antics of the creatures, when
confronted witli this phenomenon,
differ.
I)ogs ordinarily plunge in as a
sort of gambol, hut most cats deep
ly resent the new experience.
It seems thut no matter how often
a cat lias been out in the snow, over
a number of years. It forgets each
time that such a condition can exist.
The feline face takes on a look
of Indignation at the feel of the
white wetness on the paws.
Nor is this so much a matter of
general dislike of water; cats do
not fear water in any form. Iiut
rather enjoy playing with lt. and
even In lt.
Most cats find snow distinctly un
pleasant, probably because of tlie
cold which accompanies the damp
ness. The combination is one they
do not care for. as any living crea
ture lias a right to its preference.
A great many honest persons seem
to think thut because an animal can
not talk, and goes on four legs In
stead of two. lt has nn right to likes
and dislikes.
Anyone who has studied the ani
mals, however, even for a short
time, and In a superficial way.
knows that the so-called dumb
brutes have no less Instinctive likes
nnd dislikes than human beings.
They have their pet notions, about
tilings, Just the same as we do. Itofli
dogs and cats can he supremely
stubborn, at times, when lliwurled
of their legitimate desires.

DON’T SUFFER FROM SOUR
STOMACH, IMDI6EST10N
Indigestion, acidity, heartburn and
sour stomach often lead to serious
s omach trouble. Dr Emil's Adla
Tablets counteract these conditions.
Give quick relief. C H Moor & Com
pany, Druggists.

■'

Income tax authorities are en
gaged in the annual explanation of
i about everything except where to get
the money.—Boston Transcript.

May We Suggest—

Dragon Fly Is Harmless;

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Does Not Carry Stinger

The dragon-fly, or darning needle
ns it Is commonly called, fortunate
ly cannot live up to either of tlie
superstitions which have been built
about if. says a writer In the Wash
ington Star. It is supposed by chil
dren to be able to sew up the ears
or to sting. The first belief Is ab
surd on tlie face of It. but many
adults believe It can sting. How
ever. as it has no stinger, it cannot
harm human beings In any way.
Tlie dragon fly feeds on Insects
which It catches on tlie fly nnd
holds securely witli Its strong Jaws.
The dragon fly lays Its eggs on
still water nnd tlie larvae live In
the water, feeding upon Inserts and
tin.v fish. When it arrives at ma
turity, tlie larvae crawls up on the
hank, tlie shell breaks open and the
adult fly emerges.

The teacher of a country school
assigned the poem "Evangeline" to
her pupils for outside reading, telling
them to be prepared to give a short
resume of the story in class. The
first bay she called on began a longwinded account, so she stopped him
and called on another. His recitation
was not satisfactory, either, so she
asked still another to give his. He
said; "She met him, she loved him.
she lost him, she found him, she
kissed him. he died."

little animals, such
cats, cannot lie said
snow, writes Charles
In the Washington

Star.

■

San Francisco.—Legislation to
provide a whipping post for wife
beater* was urged by Superior
Judge R. K. Graham, who maintained
that fines and jail sentences pro
vided by law were too lenient

Eskimos Tending to
Grow Another Rib

FIRST TRUCKLOAD at Whlta House—
Real, legal, 3.2 beer being unloaded,
a gift to Pre*. Rooscvet from admirer*.

*

Whipping Post Urged

Debt Is $200 a Heed
Portland, Ore.—Oregon's outstand
Ing bonded Indebtedness averaged
$200 for each man, woman and child
in the state. Population is 1,000,000
and bonded debt ls $212.000,000.

With the grene leave* whls'perlni
overhede.
Or the street cryes all about;
Where I male read at my ease;
Both of the Newe and the Olde;
For a Jolly goode Booke whereon to
looke
Is better to me than Oolde.’’
—Old Hl me

$2.50
$3.50

BEACON STRhfcT

$3.95
Colors:

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

Black

on Beacon
HiM Next to the
State House.

Blue
Brown

Corosan

Ixacutlvs Office

HOTEL MANGER
NOSTH STATION. SOSTON
Pleoio tend----- flecogniHon Cordi
♦or use by friends ond myself. No
obligofion.
Nome-

Street ~
City -

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, hnancial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

(X)

Complete Restaurant

up; with bath, ^3,00 up

and Cafeteria Service

Grey

Sizes:

AAA to C

McLain Shoe Store
GOOD FOOTWEAR
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Every-OtTier Day

r
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were callers on Mrs.. Paul last Tues
day afternoon.
J. Nevfton Scott of Montreal is
Annie Ripley recently sold a 350visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Wotton. egg Buckeye to Leroy Luce.
Mr. Scott is an uncle of Mrs. Wotton.
Roland Gushee has between 75 and
A consignment of 100 bags of Red 100 chicks well started and ex
Cross flour was brought here last pects to hatch 400 more very soon.
week by Alfred H. Morton and B. B.
Elizabeth Gushee, Alice Hall and
Jameson.
Carrie Cummings were recent callers
Arthur P. Spear, Jr., of Brookline, at Annie Ripley’s.
Mass., was in town recently.
F. E. Carkin entertained guests last
Capt. Josiah Poland is gaining i Tuesday evening. Steamed clams,
very satisfactorily at the State Street j crackers, pickles and cigars were in
Hospital, Portland, and expects to re evidence.
turn home soon.
Albert Pitman recently passed
Mrs. Ellis H. Laury and Miss Eda through this section, taking valuation.
Laury visited Mrs Mabel Achorn in
Blulilbirds are tenement hunting.
Thomaston last Tuesday.
Make them a house—they are not
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Walker of particular as long as the roof doesn’t
Warren spent last Wednesday with leak and the opening is suited to their
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker at Camp size. So many pamphlets are given
Galashiels.
nowadays, for the asking, on building
Mrs. Harry Thompson of Lowell, houses for the feathered visitors that
Mass., and Friendship, with her anyone at all handy with hammer
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and and saw can make something in the
Mrs. Leland S. McElwee of Waban, shape of a home for them. And how
Mass., are motoring home from St. they do repay for the trouble. The
Petersburg where they have been for beautiful summer ahead couldn't be
two months.
complete without the birds. But after
Mrs. W. H. Hahn and Miss Alma enticing them to stay with us it is
Johnson motored to Portland last well to make a harness for the kitty'
Wednesday. While there Miss John —it won't hurt her in the least, and i
son attended the wedding of a former will save thousands of our little j
classmate at State Street Hospital friends.
Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee have
TREMONT
returned from Newton. Mass., where
Mrs. Philip Pervear was in EllsMr Magee spent several weeks In the worth last week attending court,
hospital.
having been drawn on the grand jury.
Nathan Farwell of Orff's Corner
Mrs. Sidney Wallace entertained
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. the ladies’ aid last week with 16 pres
Lee W. Walker at Martin’s Point
ent.
W. Scott Carter, Mr. Collette.
The Bernard-McKinley Bridge Club
Charles Collamore and Llewellyn Col- met with Mrs. Iona Sawyer last Tueslamore motored last Tuesday to , day evening.
Rockport, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. L. Sherman Cleaves
of Bar Harbor were recently lunch, eon guests at the home of Mr. and
EAST SENNEBEC
Mrs. Leslie iRich. They presented
The Rebekahs met April 12 with [ Mrs. Stanley with a beautiful Easter
good attendance. Charter members' lily plant.
Mrs. Barron Watson entertained
night with roll call, April 26. Lunch
will be served. All members are re the Bass Har bor Bridge Club at her
quested to meet and march in a body home Tuesday evening Mrs. Watson
to the church anniversary, April 30 had highest score.
At 9 a. m. on that day members not
APPLETON RIDGE
having radios are Invited to the homes
of these who have to listen in on the
The drama by the Appleton Dra
anniversary service from Portland.
matic Club "An Arizona Cowboy"
Miss Olive Gushee has been con will be presented at Riverside hall
fined to the house with a severe at next Friday evening
tack ol flu.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, Mrs. Julia
There will be a "flower garden" Currier, Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and
meeting of the Farm Bureau with Miss Chrystal Stanley were in Rock
Helen Wentworth Gushee, April 20. land last Tuesday afternoon.
Seedlings and bulbs will be ex
Mrs. Ethel Moody and Miss Ruth
changed and a very profitable meet Moody visited the grammar school
Wednesday forenoon.
ing is anticipated.
Elizabeth Sprowl has been suffer
Mrs. Hazle B Perry and Mrs. Ethel
ing from an acute attack of neuritis. Moody were visitors Thursday afterMr. and Mrs Frank S. Wentworth ' noon at Mrs. Blanche Brown's.
of West Upton. Mass , visited Mr. and
Joseph Moody has been shingling
Mrs. Roland Gushee a few days last J his house.
week.
A. L. Fuller was employed last
Mrs Frances Robbins and son Neal week paper hanging at James Morse's.

Sugar-Built Buildings Now
Held Possible by Scientists

Dr. John Metichl (operating control*) and Or. Gerald J. Cox teat th*
tranaverie atrength of a sugar brick with one of the laboratory
instrument* used in the Mellon Institute investigation*.
been gratifying. We found that
amounts of sugar up to 13 pounds,
added to a mixture sufficient to
make 1000 bricks increases the
strength 30 to 40 per cent.
"The sugar hardens the bricks,
OUSES, skyscrapers, factories
and other buildings of the greatly reducing breakage. One
brick manufacturer who heard
future will be "sweetened" with
ordinary cane sugar to make them about our experiments, tried it out
in his own plant and reported that
stronger and more durable.
The "sweetening” will be accom the slight additional cost of the
plished by adding the sugar to the sugar was more than made up by
mortar which holds the bricks to the decrease in breakage.”
Dr. Cox explained that sand lime
gether and to the sand-lime bricks
themselves during the process of brick is made differently from clay
brick and is used largely in the
manufacture.
This, in substance, is the gist of middle west and east. The sanda report, covering laboratory tests lime mixture consists of nine parts
made under the supervision of Dr. sand and one part lime and the
Gerald J. Cox, Senior Industrial bricks, after being pressed Into
Fellow of the Mellon Institute, shape are hardened In a high pres
which appears ln the current issue sure steam cylinder. Clay bricks
of the Journal of the American are fired.
The use of sugar in mortar, Dr.
Ceramics Society, a technical pub
Cox stated, is not new. Old litera
lication.
Dr. Cox's research is sponsored ture dealing with the manufacture
by the Sugar Institute, the associa of bricks indicates that the Romans
tion of cane sugar refiners of the used a saccharine mixture in mor
tar and found that it strengthened
United States •
“Our tests show that the tensile their buildings. No formulas were
strength of sand-lime mortar can available, however, and the Mellon
be increased by 60 per cent with Institute research was directed to
the addition of about five to six ward discovering In what propor
pounds of cane sugar to 100 pounds tion the sugar should be used.
of lime," said Dr. Cox. "The ex
Records of the Institute .discov
periments with sand-lime brick eries, Dr. Cox stated, will be made
were a natural development of our available to builders and con
mortar tests and the results have tractors.

Cane Product Strengthens
Both Mortar, Bricks,
Tests Show

H

Amelia Earhart suggested that inj “Are there any optimists left?"
the interest of peace, women be someone asks. We .Uink sc. but
drafted for war. The idea, of course, what we're far more interested in
is to make it terrible.—Philadelphia knowing is, are there any optimists
Inquirer.
right?—Atlanta Journal.
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PRESENTED IN

VOGUE
> Robins and other harbinger* of

Spring need look to their laurels. For,
this week, in every quarter of the

globe, a new season is being celebrated
by the arrival of a smart new shoe

four buds nearly ready to open lt 1
was a gift from Mrs. E. George Payne
Miss Melba Ulmer recently visited of New York.
friends in Rookland.
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne of
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Young spent New York city arrived last Thursday
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred to spend the weekend at their cot- (
Young in Friendship where they en tage and to lay out plans for spring
joyed their annual clam chowder din work.
ner.
Byron Coombs who runs the clam
Frank Fillmore and son Karl of boat for the Black & Gay factory ln
New Harbor were recently visitors at Thomaston, had 371 bushels last Tues
A. W. Orne’s.
day, and then he had to leave many
Victor Whittier with a party ol bushels which the boat would not
friends from Belfast spent Sunday of bold And yet clams are so scarce that
last week at his cottage on Gay's men who used to dig from 10 to 12
Island.
bushels at one tide, can now only get
Kasper Keminer of New York who from four to six bushels, and the
has been at the Haibor getting his, average man only from three to four
boat ready for sea, expects to leave as Lu'-hcls. At 30 cents per bushel he Ls
soon as the weather becomes suit not earning very large wages, deduct
able, his destination being the South ing stormy days when he cannot dig j
Sea Islands.
The correspondent, who has kept a ;
Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, Dudley Rock- j
diary since 1905, notes that April 10.|
well and Raymond Gowdy of West
1907. Tom Garthuise carried the mail
Hartford, Conn . spent several days
from Pleasant Point to South Cush
recently with Mr and Mrs. M J Ma
ing in a sleigh, and that lt snowed
loney and calling on old acquaint- j
April 20 and 30, and May 11, 1907/
ances.
there was a northeast snowstorm with
Mrs.- James Seavey visited her
the ground frozen hard.
daughter Mrs. Larry Lufkin in Rock- ,
land last week.
STICKNEY CORNER
Much interest is being manifested
in the Sunday afternoon meetings
held in the schoolhouse. On a re- I .Alton L. Doe und William Mont ol
cent Sunday there were 58 present. Providence were recent weekend
All who listen to Mr. Timberlake once guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L
Creamer.
want to hear him again.
Meetings every Sunday and Tues
Mrs. Grace Maloney has been pre
sented with a beautiful Easter lily. day evenings at Mr. Loren’s house
The plant measures 22 inches in and church school Sunday afternoon.
height and has two large blooms, with
A telephone message was received

PLEASANT POINT

FRIENDSHIP

‘‘Cold" Light Secret* of
Firefly Worth Knowing

When electric light bus been
•witched on for a few minutes the
bulbs become too ho* to handle. In
other words, light has never been
produced by any man without the
attendant bent. Yet light without
beat Is possible, as proved by the
firefly, the glow worm, and other
luminous insects nnd bacteria. They
are far more efficient makers of
light than mankind, because they
know how to utilize chemical reac
tions to produce cold ft lit—that Is,
illumination without heat, which
saves 90 per cent ln the consump
tion of energy.
At present the best we can do
ln light production is represented by
the very best electric lamp, but of
the rays sent out, all of which re
quire a supply of energy for their
production, only 10 per cent nre of
any use to the human eye as light;
the rest are heat radiation, the In
fra-red rays which we can feel hut
not see, and therefore pure waste
so far as illumination goes.
Who Is going to discover the fire
fly's secret of “cold" light, since all
the light produced by the firefly lies
In the range visible to the human
eye? A fortune awults the discov
erer of a means of separating light
from heat, for the same supply of
energy will produce a light ten
times more powerful, and only a
tenth of the energy expended nt
present will he required to attain
our present standards of light pro
duction.—Tit-BIts.
Should Men Wear Shawl*,
a* in Day* of Lincoln?

Specie* of Rain-Bird*
In various localities different spe
cies of birds are frequently referred
to by their name. Tlie greater num
ber of these are members of tlie
cuckoo family. Thus the yellowhilled cuckoo, found throughout
eastern North America, including
Michigan, though chiefly in the
southern part of the state, Is re
ferred to as the "rain crow.” This
nnme is given also to the anis, an
other species of cuckoo found In
Mexico and Central America, and
several varieties of cuckoo In the
West Indies are spoken of as rain
birds. Some of the other birds
railed “rain-birds" in the countries
ln which they are found are the
green woodpeckers, of England: a
species of quail, in India, and a
member of the broadhill family in
the Malay region.

Dormouse I* Thrifty
The dormouse, which lias charac
teristics of both tlie mouse and ttie
squirrel, finds Its squirrel-like hab
its of real value frequently, lt
stores up large quantities of nuts
for winter food, and, having stocked
its larder properly, it goes to sleep.
When bright warm days come ln
winter and cause it to awaken, It
finds plenty of food at hand and
after eating Its fill it goes back to
sleep until the next spell of unsea
sonable weather wakes it up. Tlie
common white-footed mouse, which
Is used as a pet In tills country, Is
sometimes called a dormouse.—
Washington Star.

fashion—the Walk-Over 1933 Cabana.

To so many of you who were devo

tees of the 1932 Cabana (the shoe that
created the present vogue for perfo

rations) may we emphasize thia fact:
—1933 Cabanas have the same super
lative fitting qualities but with an en
tirely new decorative design. To those

unfamiliar with the Cabana idea, just
this word: The graceful leaf-like per

forations allow the Cabana to yield oa
your foot. Yet the shoe can’t stretch

Ant* Found Everywhere
Ants outnumlier all other land
animals, according to Willlum Mor
ton Wheeler, Ph.D., well-known au
thority on ants. They are to be
found everywhere, he says, “from
the Arctic regions to tlie Tropics,
from the timber-line on the loftiest
mountains to the shifting sands of
the dunes and seashores, and from
the dampest forests to tlie driest
deserts. Not only do they outnum
ber in Individuals all other terres
trial animals,'' lie says, “but their
colonies even In tlie most circum
scribed localities often defy enu
meration."

Full line of Sport Oxfords, in Brown, Smoke Elk, Pig Skin,

Buff Skin

$1.95 to $3.50

Deaf Man Like* Jury Duty
After a trial had been ln progress
for three hours a Juryman ln the
King's Bench division of London
courts told the Justice that he was
very deaf and had not heard a
word. After a consultation with the
attorneys the Judge continued the
hearing with a Jury of 11. “I am
sorry to go because I liked the Job,"
said tlie Juryman as he left the box.

Patronizing bus lines Isn't fate to
the railroads.—Weston tOre.) Leader.

M LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND
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What this country needs is a Sen
ate that will become as angry at a
deficit as it does at a sergeant-atarms.—Virginian-Pilot.

HEN you feel

run-down,
Wwhen
your blood is
thin or stomach gives
trouble, with gas, or
"sour risings," try
I)r. Pierce's Golden
► Medical Discovery.
If you arc thinblooded, need to put

on healthy flesh—this Is the tonic for you.
Mrs
Wesley Dudley of 1437 Buffalo St.,
Olean, N. V. says: “When I was badly in
need of a tonic, I took Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medhal Discovery to build me up, 1 had no
ambition, was terribly run-down in health, my
nerves tiothcred rne and 1 got very little rest
at night, but after taking the 'Discovery' a
short time 1 soon |»ii ked up ami gained
■trength " Suld by druggists everywhere

IS.

Write to He. Pierre's t.llnte, Buffalo,
V., for free oirdtral ad,Ire.

last Thursday morning from Hallo
well stating that Mrs. Augustus Mc
Donald had died and the remains
would be brought Saturday to the
Levcnsaller cemetery. Mrs McDon
ald was formerly Ellie Levcnsaller.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith and
Mrs. George Ludwig of Thomaston
were recent callers on Mr and Mrs.
R. J. Sargent.
Lurlie Davis called on Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Cramer last Thursday. Both
have been ill with severe colds.
Mr. and Mrs. John Storer' and
daughter Luetta visited his son Ever
ett Storer Monday of last week.

There is a lot of discussion these
days about a national tree, and about
all we have to suggest on the propo
sition is that it must be some kind
of a nut-tree.—Ripley lOhioi Bee
.

---------- --- -

SENSATIONAL!!
TWO FOR ONE SALE
BUY ONE J OUNCE BOTTLE

THREE CROW Brand Pure

VANILLA for 3 5‘
Marsh ma I low /

XX

■

AND RECEIVE
ANOTHER

CD
ETC*
lIVLE

J

RECIPE wheel FREE
WITH A POUND
THE NEW TYPE SHORTENING MAKES
LIGHTER CAKES—FLAKIER PIE CRUSTS
f Lb Can

FOR MANY
RECIPES

Genuine Monroe

FREE!^y>yBeetleware

9

Cereal Bowl

Ai2’,'‘1’WHFAtips

with 2 package*

27‘

CHEESE WHEATIES

23'

NATION-WIDE—WAFER-SLICED

MADE IN MONROE, MAINE

BEEF

HOFFECKER'S BRAND
Extr* Quality

Tomatoes

SPLENDID BRAND
F*ncy Qu*lity-Whol* Red

Peas
Pears

DEL MONTE or SUNKIS1
Green Tip*

Lucioui Choice
OREGON BARTLETTS

Waxed Paper

Toilet Paper
Meke
Delicioui
Mullins
with

RUMFORD
BAKING POWDER
1 Lb Cen

29*

CUT-RITE
Th* Popular Brand—No W*jtt

1000 Sheet Roll Tiuue
An Extr* Good Buy

■

/

2 s.:19'
2^23
2 s.: 2 7'
125'
^20'
3 a 20’
5 23

FAWN BRAND
Small P««i—Standard Quality

Asparagus

2 5‘

2

TRY IT
CREAMED ON TOAST

Tomatoes

out of shape. Full kidskin lining and
supporting rows of stitching see to that.

A Body Builder

- ...

Should men wear shawls? Tlie
suggestion comes from Carolyn
Wells, in tlie New York Sun. If
women are to wear Victorian cos
tumes or costumes of the gay nine
ties, is lt fair to say thut men
should not wear shawls? Lincoln
wore a shawl, but nature designed
liim so that he would not look
ridiculous in one. Ills opponent In
tlie Lincoln-Douglas debates would
have made a less Impressive figure
in a shawl. Like all questions hav
ing to do with wearables, Miss
Wells' provocative question ad
mits of no positive answer. Should
women wear hats that were ln style
50 years ago? The one question Is
as answerable as the other. If
enough men want to wear shawls
or are persuaded that there is no
escape from wearing shawls, then
men will wear shawls. In the Twen
tieth century Just as they did In the
Nineteenth. There will lie grum
blers and dissenters and rebels. Just
as there nre those who flout cur
rent customs, but the matter will
not be determined altogether by
propriety or usefulness of the artl
cle itself.
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FOR PARTIES

SNOW
CREAM MINTS
Assorted Colors
end Flevori

Lb
Box

23

PEANUTS

DAINTY
FOR SOUPS

IN SHELL

*/* Lb
Cello Beg

•nd

SALADS

SALTED
.,

»,
Pkg.

16

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

4

Every-Other-Day
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pital as the result of a fall as he was
VINALHAVEN
ROCKPORT
leaving a house in Appleton.
Advertluements ln mis column not to!
Mrs. Frank Winslow was hostess exceed
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
Albert Gould, Jr., motored to Bos
The men's chorus which is to sing
three lines Inserted once for 25
Wednesday
to
the
Four
A's
card
club,
cents,
three times for 50 cents Addi
By
Mabel
Love
ton Saturday to spend the week's va Sunday evening at the Baptist Chapter will be held Tuesday evening,
tional lines five cents each for one time.
Capt and Mrs. Leroy Ames returned 10 cents for three times. Six words
cation from the high school. He was Church will have a rehearsal at the preceded by a picnic supper under ]
Saturday from Boston and vicinity. make a line.
direction of Mrs. Annie Spear and
4 3 a muffin maker Dorothy Hall
accompanied by Mrs. Stonie W Jame church Wednesday evening at 7.
Miss Marietta Ingerson, a teacher
son who is spending the winter in
** ia good—aha admits lt and so
A birthday party was given to Car- Mrs. Cora Upham.
at Pearl River, N. Y„ is spending the
Camden, also by Miss Lenora Ney, j jene L>aViS at the Baptist vestry
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth is now able i does every one who tastes her
Easter vacation with her mother, Mrs.
teacher in the grade schools of this Monday evening. It was made up to be out after being confined to her muffins. One of thia young star's
Sidney Ingerson.
favorites in the muffin line ls the
town, who was returning to her home iarge]y [rom the junior choir. A home for several days by illness.
The North Haven orchestra, featur
WHARF privilege for sale. 195 ft., with
in Portland; and Miss Sally Oray happy evening was spent la games
Col. F S Philbrick of Rockland bran variety.
ln Rockland
C. M BLAKE
ing Al Beverage, drew out a good buildings
"Besides being palate-tickling,”
who has gone to Newton Center to oj var,;ous
Refreshments of ice was a dinner guest Friday night ot
WALL PAPER STORE. Northend. 44-46
sized
crowd
at
Friday
evening's
dance.
Miss Hall says, “bran muffins are
HAY for sale. RALPH C. WYLLIE.
spend the week with her grandparents , cream an<j cake were provided. Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Torrey.
WHEN you are planning 10 aell your
Mrs Lyford Coombs entertained I Warren. Oyster River road. Tel. Thom
Mr and Mrs. Charles Copeland.
Those present were Marian Felt, j The selectmen request that all good health Insurance. You see,
aston 169-12.
42-tf chickens and fowl, rail PETER EDlast week her son Stanley Dippell and
39-tf
---------- ----------- —-------- _______. ' WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
bran
supplies
the
bulk
the
system
SIX room house with garage, Camden J — ------ - —
——------- lhe Methodist Ladies' Aid will meet Carlene Davis, Betty Brown. Cleora places of business in town be closed
BARRED ~
ROCK
friend Frederick Krumhaus of New St.. to let Low rent to reliable tenant
” baby chlx and hatchneeds
to
keep
lt
working
properly,
at the vestry on Hyler street Wedncs- , Condon. Margaret McMillan, Belle during the funeral services for Arthur
CALL 493-W 9 to 12 a m. or 1 to 4 p. m.! Ing eggs, Prices to suit the times. ALYork.
and your system has to be working
44-tf I BION WOTTON, Friendship. Me.
26*52
day morning for work Picnic dinner Coates, Marie Clark, Celia Stone, B. Packard, Tuesday at 2 p. m.
Mrs. Alex Smith entertained the
LOOK' MAY CHICKS 6 cents each.
properly when you are as busy and
MAGNETIC drop needle, size of_watch
at noon, Mrs. Frank Hathorne and Kathieen Anderson. Anna Severance
Reward I R I Reds of highest quality, my own
Owing to the holiday the Public active as I have to be."
Jolly Saturday Night Club at her looks like pocket compass
46-48 hatching. Call and see them
Must
Miss Cora Fogerty, housekeepers.
Estelle Moore. Cecil Day, Ernest Library will not be open Wednesday
C. & R WATER CO.
' have our order now
Also chicks of
home on the evening of April 15.
Below ls one of Miss Hall's bran
THREE small places for sale, suitable any age A. C HAWES. Union.
45*50
• • • •
Hoffses, Fred Elwell. Louis Tabbutt, afternoon.
Mrs. Leona Reed and son Averill for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
muffin recipes. It provides eight'
• Thc visit of Claremont Command- , Richard Moorf, Richard Paquin,
gro ■■■
$850. V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St
of Thomaston were guests thc past Tel. 1080
Miss Cora Whitney and Ernest large or twelve small muffins and
45-tf for poultry By ton. $8 delivered Write
ery. K T., to the Baptist Church; Ruth ButierOlive RoWCll. Mrs. McALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me.
week of Mrs. C. E. Smith.
SIX dining chairs, horse rake groc
Sunday morning was the occasion of jIjUan_ Mrj Gracc gLr0Ut Mrs Amv Whitney, members of the senior class,
R I Red chicks from state tested, ac
ery
wagon,
plough,
for
sale
C.
A.
VOSE
Edward White is home from Hebron
trapnested stock. $10 per 100
the gathering of several hundred per- Tripp thp thrM, ]ast bping thf houje who stayed over in New York for a
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston. 4^',
Tel , credited
W
L MERRIAM Union, Me.
39*47
Academy
for
the
Easter
recess.
visit
on
returning
from
the
Wash

150-11.
sons, from those of 83 years to the in keepers.
8. C R I Red chicks three years slate
PRESSED HAY—Will deliver ln truck accredited,
Mrs.
Sidney
Ingerson
returned
Sat

ington
trip,
will
arrive
home
today
according to number.
fant ln arms. The Rockland City
load lots For prices write J. F BRY Chickens areprice
The Men's Community Brother
now the farmer's best bet.
urday from Providence, where she ANT. Thorndike, Maine. Phone 4-9
Band, Herbert Kirkpatrick leader., hood observes the annual ladies They will be accompanied by their
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
38*49 C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
spent the winter months with hcr
grandmother. Mrs. M. A. Whitney,
numbering 35 men. occupied the front J
39-tf
HEAVY cement roller for sale. In
night at the Congregational vestry I who has been spending the winter
daughter.
Mrs.
John
Kane.
quire 49 FULTON ST. Tel 960-J. 46* lt
gallery in the church from which they
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain 8 C. Reds.
tonight. Following the supper Rev jn Rew York.
Capt.
and
Mrs
Luther
Bums
and
THIRTY-TWO FT power boat, Frost One quality—the Best, $12 per hundred.
sent out delightful strains of music
Discount on 500 or over. F H WYLLIE
H. I. Holt of Warren will speak on
sons of Atlantic, Mass., arrived Fri- Model, for sale, 4 cylinder Qrey engine. AMrs. Blanche Carver was happily
SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. I. Phone
having four numbers in the program
_ ,
...
, ,
Engine been used very little. JOHN E
"Gardening.'’
39-tf
c.ay for an Easter visit with his par- purington. South Addison. Me. Tel. Warren 10-6.
surprised Thursday evening when
The church choir. 24 ln number. Mrs
44-46
Columbia
34.
The
Beta
Alpha
Club
met
Monday
several
neighbors
and
friends
gathents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
Burns.
Grace Strout director, with Mrs. Amy
SMALL farm for sale at small price at R
Mrs. Etta Wright who has been at West
«
Washington, on Rt 101. House ' •
Tripp organist, rendered thelr selec evening with Mrs. Warren Mank at ered at her home to help celebrate
her home on Wadsworth street her birthday anniversary. The affair
newly papered and painted. ERNEST
Knox
Hospital
the
past
week
for
ob

tions in a manner that elicited great
46-tl j
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Sandwiches, brownies and tea were was arranged by her daughter Miss
servation. is expected home this week.
praise from the audience. The sing
STRAWBERRY
PLANTS for sale,
served by Leona Starrett, Grace An Evelyn Carver, and was successfully
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks and growing at Glencove. Address W C.
ing was given the closest attention by
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
LUFKIN.
"Roxmont"
Lodge. Rockland.
daughter Patricia of Weymouth. Me Tel. 44-3
CO.
43*48 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE 39-tf
the visiting Knight Templars, which drews and Elizabeth Washburn. carried out. Dancing and jig saw
Mass., were guests over the weekend
NEW DODGE—Plymouth and used j
in itself was a pleasant compliment. Much sewing for the needy was puzzles were enjoyed and three birth Dorothy Hall, promising young stage star, "ace" muffin maker, and
PAPER-HANOINO. PAINTING Inside
of her mother. Mrs Andrew Johnson cars at reasonable prices. Cash, terms or or out Hrst class work, prices reasonable.
Rev. Mr Kilbom's address was one done. There were 26 present: Annie day cakes were included in the re picked at the moat beautiful girl in America by Leo Quanchl, noted
,
trade. HENRY K ALLEN. Tel. 8007
VAN
RUSSELL. 7 Bunker St. Tel. 950-R
Mank.
Leona
Starrett,
Lavinia
Mrs
Ezra
Conway
entertained
the
Tenant's
Harbor,
Me.
45*47
freshments served. Those present
portrait painter.
worthy of the occasion, the topic
44*46
THE KENMORE and Annex business j FURNITURE REPAIRINO and refln
Pals
at
her
home
Wednesday
evening.
Whitney,
Evelyn
Mills,
Lelia
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Deane.
Mr
"Immortality.” At the evening serv
baking
powder,
soda
and
salt
and
and
furnishings
for
sale.
29
Park
St
you ran depend upon it that each
Patriots Day. April 19. will be cele- Tnaulre'S"HARMON. "TeL*4«7-W 1’h‘nx
»nd ?uUld<‘ !»»»«.»»
ice the cantata "From Death to Life." I Smalley. Florence Copeland. Mgry and Mrs Charles Ingraham. Mr. and member of the family will want at add to first mixture, stirring only
41-46 and house repairing Special rates this
brated- by a dancing party at Legion
Ahern.
Grace
Andrews,
Myrtle
Mrs.
Edgar
Bohndell,
Mrs
Myra
until flour disappears. Fill greased
month W F. SIMMONS. M E. YOUNO.
least two.
was presented by the Choral Society. I
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted. $10; Tel. 802-R________________________ 42*47
niuflin tins two-thirds full and bake
hall. Box lunch, and Fakers' music junks
All-Bran Muffina
The decorations of the church con Strong, Estelle Newbert. Inez Libby Giles and daughter Muriel. Mrs Ellen
$8.
O H. CRIE. Thomaston
in a moderate oven (400* F.) for
TRUCKING, driveways built, crushed
2 tbtp* shortening 1 cup flour
Mrs.
Isaac
Calderwood
and
daughTei.
122-2._________________________ 35-tf rock,
Elisabeth
Washburn.
Minnie
NewDaucett.
Fred
Wallace.
Vera
Bray,
sisted of lilies, ferns and paims, witn
gravel, ashes, lawns graded, mov
*« rap sugar
1 teaspoon baking
20 to 25 minutes.
r
TRAILER
two
wheel,
4x7x44
ft
,
good
ing J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
ter Miss Catherine Calderwood spent
powder
a centerpiece of cinerarias which was bert, Georgia Thorndike. Vera Rob- Joan Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 1 egg oen beaten)
one
for
sale
cheap,
also
radiant
gas
Note:
Raisins
or
dates
may
be
45*47
1 cup sour milk, 4 teaspoon soda
last week ln Portland.
heater
J. H MOODY. 81 Broadway.
very beautiful. Mr and Mrs. Amos inson. Helen Studley, Carrie Carroll. Carver and Miss Evelyn Carver,
added if desired. A small slice of
4 teaspoon salt
1 tup bran
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
46*48
Richard Clifford is home from Gor- Rockiand.____________________
Creant the shortening and sugar, apple, sprinkled with cinnamon and
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
The Methodist Ladies' Aid wiU hold
Mills and Mr. and Mrs. Edward New- Dorothy Hastings. Nancy Foster,
MORE FOR LESS ' special Chicken
ham Normal School for the Easter re values for this month: Week Old Started solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
39-tf
combe had charge of thc decorations Ruby Hall, Myrna Copeland, Ethel its annual mid-summer fair July 26 add egg and sour milk. Add bran sugar, placed on top of the muffin
and let soak until most of the mois- batter, before baking, makes a
Chicks, Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and Ancess.
Miss Feme Whitney returned ture is taken up. Sift flour with . delicious variation of the recipe.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened Satisfac
• • • .
Newcomb. Addle Jones. Nellie Orff.
„
, ,.
. conas. 10c each. Two weeks old 12c each tion
Called for and deliv
Mr and Mrs. Albert Carver recent- Da>, Old Chicks $5 00 per hundred up ered guaranteed.
Thursday from Vinalhaven after
Mrs. George Ludwig and grandson Madeline Spear. Emma Kalloch.
Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
ly
entertained
at
a
dinner
party
in
to°X
Ed™
hIrdware”co. 408 Main st.. Clty^
Miss
Maud
Lermond
and
William
'
spending
a
few
days
with
her
aunt.
William Smith. Jr., left Monday for a
tism was administered to two candi
STANDARD WEIGHTS honor of the eighth birthday anni parcel
post-------prepaid
on receipt of Cash
or 1
------- --- ~~
K -week's visit in Attleboro.
Whitney of Plymouth, Mass., are Mrs. Julia Johnson.
P O. order. We have several thousand
KEYS' KEYS' KEYS' Keys made to
dates and the right hand of fellow
versary
of
their
daughter
Marilyn
The
Ladies'
Circle
of
the
Baptist
_
• 1 1 P)
----- ------------- ---for *Immediate
l*1‘**r'Jucmciy
delivery dally ot
at uui
our ware-1
non- i UIUCI
order
Ekvjs
Keys maur
made to
tu ilk
flt locks when
wucii
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets at I spending their vacation with Miss
ship extended Mrs Eliza Jones, who By Bushel As Provided By The dinner included a large decorat- hou"» omce No line of bu.lneaa ha» original key. are lost. House. Office or
*
_ _
_
°
wlthsfnnrt
the vestry Wednesday afternoon, with Lermond's mother. Mrs. Mary Ler- Church will hold a food sale next recently observed her 91st birthday
withstood th»
the rif>nr**Klnn
depression llkp
like th$»
the nntilpoul. 1 r'mr
Car. Pnde
Code books nmvlrln
provide keys fnr
for All
all
ed birthday cake, and Miss Marilyn try business Our “Just Right” Chick locks without both^. Scissors and
Maine Statutes
Saturday afternoon at the Rockport
mond at Oyster River.
supper at 6 o'clock.
Starter containing Oxide Iron. Yeast. Knives sharpened Prompt service. ReaAt the evening service a pageant,
received several nice gifts.
and Cod Liver OU wlll grow them to sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO,
Phyllis and Nathalie Hall spent Ice Company s store.
The committee chosen by the de
“The Story of the Resurrection,'- was
Standard weight per bushel as procross wilj meet Wednes- broiler size ln less than eight weeks and 408 Main St.. Rockland Tel, 791. 40-tf
Mrs
Belle
McGregor
was
able
to
be
Into heavy layers at four and a half
positors in the Thomaston National
weekend in Rockland, guests of
presented by the adults, with these vided h.v Section 3'.' of the Reviaed
ALADDIN LAMP PARTb at all times.
Arthur 1 da*'n stairs Sunday, for the first time
CIU£ HARDWARE CO.
Statutes as amended by Public Law’s day afternoon at Union church vestry wHS‘^„tt?v°UnnC^,u‘rm
Bank has organized with Capt. John their grandmother, Mrs
with poultry, on the farm or In the back
characters:
Prophet.
Weston
Wall;
26-U
Union Church circle Thursdiy with mt
of 1313 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
since her recent illness.
See
these
Chicks
today
I
Brown as chairman and Capt. Arthur Johnson.
Voice. Rev. G F. Currier; Pilate, Ray it out and keep for reference.
ln our Electric Brooders. These Star- 1
supper at 5 30.
L. F Harriman of South Warren
J. Elliot as secretary. Thc committee
a
. . . — ..
line Electric Brooders are priced at 19 65
I Bushel—P ounds
Easton; Joseph. Charles Marston;
Have Special Program
A benefit bridge was held Friday each and can be kept ln the parlor as
44
"whilt You Wont
will give a careful study to the situa is working at his trade in ThomasCenturion,
William
Whitney;
soldiers.
,,1"nll9e” ,’conc"'?Kl
carry
At the regular meeting of Fred A
Apples, dried ..................................... ... 25 evening at the OAR. rooms under (,rc
a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn
tion but all will have to await reports ton.
Albert
Rhodes.
Gordon
Greenlaw;
...
4S
In the
Barley ..................
auspices of the Ladies Of the GAB. Equipment. If you want healthy, hardy,
Norwood W.R.C. Friday evening a
from Washington before action can
n-i.u IX ,-ui-r 1_
O-IJ__ strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS" !
special program was carried out in Peter. Guy Young; other disciple, Ar Beans ..................................................... ... 6n with 15 tables in p,a>. Bridge honors Plan Hfgher QUaitty for lom Money
be taken.
Beans. Lima ....................................... ... 66
NORTH BARREN
today. Wholesale and Retail Dis
observance of Grand Army Day. Lee's thur K. Walker; Mary Magdalene. Beans, -shell .......... .......... ......... .. ... 28 were awarded to Mrs. Carroll Greg order
tributors In 8outhem Milne for thc ♦
Etta
Cain;
Mary.
Mother
of
James.
Albert Robinson has entered the
Mrs
Lawrence
Ames.
John
Went

ory.
LawTence
Ames,
Wentfamous
Elmore Feeds Lehigh cement
surrender, and Gen. Grant’s birthday,
Mrs Fred Starrett of the village ls
and
land
lime. STOVERS CASH I
Deaconess Hospital. Boston, for treat
worth; in 63, to Mrs Alex Smith, Mrs. GRAIN
with the largest attendance of the Hazel Cain; Salome, Mona Stahl; lleans. scarlet or white runner,
STORES.
DISTRIBUTORS for I
spending
a
few
days
with
Mabie
5ft
pole
ment.
season. The G.A.R. veterans of angels. Arlene Ingraham, Feme Beans, string ..................................... ... 24 L. C. Smith and L. C Smith; flinch, stover feed mfg co On track 86
HALF house to let at 17 Warren 8t..
Crawford.
_
.
.
.
Park
St..
Rockland.
Just below Armour's. seven rooms conveniently arranged and
Fred Hinckley left Monday for Bos
Rockland were invited as special Whitney; disciples. Edgar Shibles Beans. Windsor (broad* ............... 47 Mrs.. E G. Carver, Refreshments Tel 1200
4^45 pleasant: also two garages. Inquire 12
Joseph
Robbins
and
mother
were
ton where he will have employment
WARREN ST______________________ 38-tf
Beets .................................................... .
GC were served by Mrs. Bert Smith. Mrs
guests but only Past State Command
recent callers at C. W. Mank's. They
Beets, mangel-wurzel ........................ 6ft Oscar Lane and Mrs. L. R. Smith. A
■ •»
at the Parker House.
FIVE ROOM tenement to let on
er Fernando S. Philbrick was able to!
I | Ourdy St., lights, gas. toilet, finished
Beefs, sugar ..................................... .... 6ft
Sanford B Comcry and son of plan to return home next month after be present.
good
sum
was
netted.
attic,
newly painted and papered. MRS
I
Beets,
turnip
........................................
.... 6ft
9 • • •
LEO. 10 Gurdy St ________________ 45*47
Belmont, Mass., are in town for a spending the winter in Thomaston.
After the regular routine of busi cially impressive, a spotlight being Beet Greens ...................................... ..... 12
♦
-------------♦
Gertrude
Mank
who
has
been
em

SMALL unfurnished apartment to let.
fmpre*."ivc Easter Services
few days. Mr. Com ery came down
ness and initiation of members. Col. effectively used. Music by a con- Blackberries ..................................... ..... 40
heated lights and water, with bath.
ployed at W A. Burgess' has returned Philbrick was ushered into the hall, i cealed choir totersperced the speak Blueberries ...................................... .. .... 42
LADY of refinement want# position as FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park 8t. Tel. 740
to put his place on Dwight street in
The Easier observance at Union hotlMkM|wr
for elderly lady and genhome.
Bran and shorts ............................. ... 20
44*46
order for the summer. The wet
given the honors and saluted by the ing parts. A beautiful Easter lily Buckwheat ........................................ .... 48 Church began with a sunrise service housekeeper for elderly lady or gen
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
Mrs. Stillman Whitney went to
tleman.
Capable.
TEL CAMDEN 2440
weather has interfered with his
Corps. Then followed the American's 1 given by Leroy Brann in memory of Carrots ................................................ .... 50 at which Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor, ___________________________________ 43*47 tenements. Main. Grove Grace. Court
Rockland last Friday.
Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobbplans.
Creed and prayer, and Col. Philbrick his father, the late Charles Brann, was Corn, cracked .................................. .... 50 filled the pulpit. The rite of baptism
POSITION as chef or order cook want
Miss Evelyn Sawyer is now teach
included
in
the
decorations,
which
Corn Indian .................................... .... 56
ed Best of references. II. T. PERRY. Davls_____________________________ 48-tf.
was
received
by
Enna
Vinal,
Nath

The noon bus from Rockland
gave an interesting account of some ol
SIX room house to let. bath, electric
Orace 8t _£lty______________________ Uf
Cranl$err4es ...................................... .... 32
ing in the Anderson school, the fourth
MRS E C GRANT. 184
Monday went cut of service in front
his war experiences and facts relating were in charge of Mrs Mildred Currants ............................................. .... 40 alie Smith. Doris Hopkins. Agnes
MIDDLE-AGED Finnish woman wants lights, gas
teacher employed there during this
South
Main St Tel 526-M_______ 43-tf
Dandelions ......................................... .... 12 Mathieson, Rosa Mathieson and Allen housekeeper position or work of any
of the residence of Mrs. James school year.
to tlie three events being celebrated, Rhodes and Mrs. Alice Priest.
kind E LEPPANEN
Tel. Thomaaton
FURNISHED room to let at 33 Llmerock
Feed ..................................................... .... 50 Lawry; also by Gwendolyn Hilda, 168-4.
to which the president. Mrs. Emma
46*48 St. MARY WIGGIN SPEAR
44*46
Smith, comer of Main and Dwight
Flaxseed ............................................. .... 56
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little
daughter
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
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Torrey
responded.
Patriotic
Instruc

streets. Engine trouble was the
Hair ..................................................... .... 11
TO A DANDELION
everything ln •fertilizers Including sheep let. newly made, all modern Improvetor Inez Grant gave a brief history- were baptized °nd received into full Kale .....................................................
cause. Another bus was secured, and
12 nard Erickson and Charles Burton.__
and poultry manures . for_ the lawn, .gar- . ments. with or
garage Call
at
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— without
_ . --------45 47
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”
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P
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three
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'
U
infant
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Mr
and
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RalDh
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gardens. 37 WILLOW ST. Tel 1147-M
1
Lime
............................................
....
70
Considering you a common bower
,
.UU iMia. rcaipi. den
a1m' ' shrubbery
Un#
chern,Hower
calR Deliveries
after an hour's delay the cause was
Knows not you were the golden seal
Meal
(except
oatmeal)
..............
.... 50 Doughty. A chorus Of 30 voices sang anywhere wanted Wholeaale and Retail
THREE furnished rooms for light
in April, closing with an original j| christened.
discovered and thc bus sent back to
Upon the spring's first hour.
to let Modern. MILTON
At 7 p. m. a concert and pageant Meal, corn ........................................ .... 50
Fvrlvn Malt «.ocDistributors In Southern Maine for the housekeeping
Le Baron Cooke. tn The Chri»tt»n poem dedicated to the Grand Army
M
ORIFFIN, 25 Ocean St__________ 42-tf
Mrs.
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Hall
»as
at
thc
organ
at
famoua
Ei
morr
Fee
<ia.
Lehigh
cement
headquarters.
Meal
rye
...................................
.... 50
Science Monitor.
stover s cash “TENEMENTS to let $10 $12. $14. $15.
A paper on Lee's Surrender was pre were given by thc Sunday school. | Millet, Japanese ............................. .... 35 all services throughout the dav and »nd lan<1 hme.
Miss Daisy Upham of Augusta was
U
,
GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS for $20 $25 per month. HERBERT B BAR32 evening. ,,
sented
by
Mrs.
Louise
Melvin
and
Many
beautiful
plants
instover
feed
mfo
co on track at TER. Call 25 or 1017-J.____________ 40-tf
the weekend guest of her parents
Onions .................................................
Park St.. Rockland Tel. 1200
41-48
eluding
Easter
and
calla
lilies,
carna

SEVERAL tenements to let. moder
readings on Gen. Grant by Mrs Ca- mary department Other
Mr. and1 Mrs. John Upham.
1 Parsley ...............................................
8
ately priced. Call at C. M. BLAKE WALL
OH' PETE! UEY!
tions
and
hydrangeas
graced
the
plat

cilda
Cain.
Maud
Davis
and
Arathusa
Parsnips
............................................
....
45
PAPER STORE. Northend__________ 40-tf
Miss Eleanor Seeber and Miss
DICK! COME HERE
| Peaches, dried ............................... .... 33 form and pulpit. Communion was ob
Robbins. Mrs. Torrey recited "The
WELL furnished apt of 3 rooms with
Elizabeth Woodcock wept to Portland
AND READ THIS!
•>9
Peanuts, green ...............................
toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX ST.
served at this hour.
Volunteer"
and
Mrs.
Cain
"The
Saturday to spend the week.
Tel.
156-W
39-tf
I
Peanuts,
roasted
..................................
20
ouiv
David Duncan has begun his duties
Charge of the Rum Brigade." the lat For Little Folks," Beatrice Richards' Pears .................................................. ..... 58
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
ter by request. The musical part of class; "Holy Quietness," by choir; Peas, snfo-jth ...................................... 60 as superintendent of the Sunday
The Young People's Society of
I ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARDPeas, unshelled, green ............... .... 28 school for thc ninth consecutive year. |
the
program
consisted
of
a
piano
solo
I
WARE CO . 408 Main^t___
40-tf
Christian Endeavor held a sunrise
[PRICESare LOWEST
Peas, wrinkled .............................. ..... 56
WECTJ
In appreciation of his long and faith
THREE room furnlahed apartment to
by Mrs. Lulu Rhodes and war tunes beginners class; dialogue. "Eastci
service on thc grounds of thc Samo
60
, let. $4 week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
on the violin by Col. Philbrick witn Gladness;" vocal selection by quintet ; Point
St Tel 1080______________________ 35-tf
54 ful service, the members of thc school
set at Rockland Sunday. A thick
"Christ
Arose,"
and
dialogue
by
Ruth
presented
him
at
thc
10.30
session
thc Corps singing the choruses.
48
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. alao
fog enveloped the point, but did r.ot
three room furnished- apartment, both
40 with a handsome Masonic watch
The date of the meeting falling on Miller's class. Following which the,pben .■ - ..........
heated
and
newly finished.
MRS
dampen the ardor of the Endeavor44
charm. The presentation speech in p.*..*..*..*--*.*****-**-**- ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ || FROST Tel 318-W________________ 39-tf
Good Friday, that fact was not over pastor Rev. F F. Fowle awarded to j, I?HiiA'<5e. rough ..........
56
ers. After service they walked to
.Mrs.
Beatrice
Richards
the
prize
fork..,
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
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looked. A large cross banked witn
Salt, coarse ..........
70 rhyme was made by Mrs. Charles
I rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
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attending
the
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the
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t
.
Turk
s
island
70
Chillcs. to which Mr. Duncan re
ST Tel 600 or 21
______________ 39-tf
palms and Easter lilies held a conspicwhistle. Mias Evangeline Paquin
fine ..........
60 sponded in appropriate manner. The
APARTMENT of flve rooms and bath,
uous place at the head of thc hall and i church from 061 1
APril 9 11 was
second
floor,
at
34
Pleasant
St. Inquire
led in the service. Those who at
Balt*
Liverpool
60
standing beside it Mrs. Torrey re-1* gold EPworth League emblem and a
ANNE V. FLINT Tel. 1013-M______ 39-tf
I Seed, ulfalfa ....
60 attendance Easter Sunday was 191.
tended were Cecil Day. Lawrence
certificate of recognition.
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Few church services of more uni
Seed, clover
60
cited "The Sunset Trail," the last
Carroll. Raymond Wardwell, Rich
Then came the pageant "Chooae I seed, hemp ............................
44 form beauty and interest are given
39-tf
poem composed by W. L. Clark (hus
LAND WAscEiy
TER CO. Tel 634
ard Paquin. Louis Tabbutt. Hazen
You This Day," by members cf the -Seed. Iieidsarass ..............
45
than that at 11.30. An audience which
band of a former president of the
45
Cook. Joseph Crces, Carlene Davis,
classes taught by Mrs Fowle and T''1!'
.................
Corps) whose burial occurred on that k
.
-.
. »•> d II ingarian graaa .
48 filled thc auditorium was augmented
Evelyn Paquin. Evangeline Paquin.
Ernest
Crockett.
Maurice
Miller
and
seed.
m:;i.t
*60 by De Valois Commandery, K. T., at
day.
The Idea behind thia column is to
Olive Elwell, Carolyn Elwell, Marian
14 tending in a body, lending color and
At the close of the program buffet Huelena UPham enacted the Part of ,H- '! orchard crann ..........
make possible the exchange of goods or
1, red top .........................
14
Felt, Cleora Condon and Betty
I the two young people; Life was repre-1
I
services
between people who wldh to
lunch was served, the tables being
PAY AS YOU RIDE
Sea Inland cotton
trade some possession of theirs for other
44 dignity to thc service by their fine
Brown.
sented by Alice Steward; Pleasure, I Seed.
goods or articles. Simply address the
Seed, Morghum ...................
tastefully decorated in a color scheme
50 appearance. Rev. P j. Clifford's im
Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs .Ches'.cy Delano has returned
Vera Richards; Happiness. Marie Mc Seed upland cotton ......... .
Our Budget Plan Insures 1 Classified
30 pressive sermon was conceded by
The charge ls 25 cents for one Insertion
of purple and white In the center
from North Haven where she was
of three lines. 50 cents ior turn
It many to be onc of the strongest ad
Farland; Service, Arvilla Gray; . Spinach ...........................
Easy Terms
were two lighted birthday cakes made
tlons. Larger ad prices on application.
40
Duty. Eugene Lowell; Sorrow Mar- i
:,v' l,,'rr""i
called as nurse to Mrs. Eliza Tol
1 Phone 770.
by Mrs. Melvin and Mrs. Cain in
(Tomatoes ....
56 dresses he has made sini e becoming
guerite Buzzell; Fame. Chesley Turnips. English ...
man Beverage, who died April 13 at
50 pastor of Union Church. The music
honor of the birthday anniversary oi
1931 Ford Sedan
| Boards for a partition. I'd like some
the age of 94 years.
so ' included organ selections and anboards to build a partition. Wlll trade
three of the Corps members, Mrs. Cripps; Social Position. Iona Robbins; Turnip rutabaga
Wheat
.........
......................
for an awning or truck cover. Write
60
Wealth,
Flora
Wellman;
Power
Don

1930
Essex
Coach
Grace ChaptcT Circle, O.E.S., has
thems by the chorus; "Calvary," by
Stella Simonton, Ellen Bohndell and
, ROCKLAND AWNINO CO.. 15 Willow
The
standard
weight
of
a
ald Simonton.
*
I
City.__________________________ 14*16
planned an interesting time for thc
Frances Mudgett. Col. Philbrick was
barrel of Flour ls ......
... 196 lbs. the male quartet, Messrs. Coombs,
1930 Oldsmobile Cabriolet St..I will
exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
All services were largely attended. Tlie standard weight of a
meeting Wednesday evening. Thc
Winslow,
Coombs
and
Lane;
soprano
also presented with a handsomely
i Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F.
barrel of Potatoes Is
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lbs.
1931
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Sedan
affair is in the hands of a competent
!
good
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new. for a quantity of wood or
solo, “I'm a Pilgrim," Mrs. Hazel
decorated basket containing fruit
coal, for trucking service or cash.
The standard weight of a
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Willington
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Clark
Carlon
Roberts.
Heater
good
as new Apply Nell S. Perry,
and other delicacies. Thc singing ol
barn-1 of Sw» » i Potatoes is.. 150 lbs
1928 Durant Roadster
THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office. City.
Mrs. Carrie Young, widow of Capt.
At 7 an unusually urge congregaSpecial price for the bal "America" and the furling of flags
Funeral services for Willington L.
I_____________ _____________________ 14*16
Gleason Young, fell in hcr home at
1931 Chevrolet Coach
A iic v dance is called "Tcchnoc- tion assembled, filling the church and
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Wlll
to the strains of thc "Star Spangled Clark were held Friday afternoon
ance of this week.
exchange right. P. O BOX 441, City.
North Cushing Saturday breaking
Just a hunch of staggering annex. The pageant "Makers of thc
Banner" brought another succcsstui from his late home on Beech Hill. racy___________________________________ 14*16
1929
Oldsmobile
Sedan
her hip. She was taken to Knox Ho:evening's entertainment given by this Rev. F. F. Fowle of thc Methodist i figures, no doubt. — Thomaston Cross", was present! '. the several
WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
Thcv’re worth $7.50
new Addressograph complete, stnndard
pital. Mrs. Young had her home in
1927 Dodge Coupe
j characters being portrayed by the
Church officiating, assisted by Rev G Times.
organization to a close.
FI Addressograph No. 32382 for M plates,
• • • •
foot power selector to work with dupli
Thomaston for a number of years,
following young people: Ernestine
F. CurTicr of thc Baptist Church Tlie
cator. flat envelope plate No. 2 less regu
1928 Oldsmobile Coach
Special Easter Services
Nothing is being produced on a Carver, Carl Williams, Betty Brown,
and has many friends here who re
bearers were A. T. Carroll, B. P.
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;
one
Ol Oraphotype No. 10064 for M plates
quantity
basis
in
America
any
more.
Colon
Winslow,
Carolyn
Calderwood.
New Spring Suits and
gret the accident.
Impressive Easter services were Wooster, O. P. Jackson and Capt.
1929 Buick Sedan
No. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M
plates, complete with metal stand, copy
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne has re
held both morning and evening at the George W. Lane. Interment was in except fchemes to end the d?pres- Louise Morton and Ruth Brown;
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
Topcoats arriving daily
slon —Dur.bar s Weekly
reader, Miss Alene Clifford. The 1926 Dodge Sedan
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000
turned from a visit to her aaughter
two churches, amid beautiful decora Sea View cemetery.
style M blank plates, stub sec.; 7.CC0
pageant was made very effective not
Mr. Clark was born at Vinalhaven
Mrs. Galen Eustis in Waterville.
tions of ferne. Easter lilies and other
style M plates, bottom sects; 7.000 stylo
Many others to choose
M blank plates, top sects.; 5.000 frames,
Feb. 16. 1858. son of David and Susan a sister, Mrs. Belle V. Corthell ot ! only by the manner in which the varlThe Thomaston Nurse Association
spring flowers.
style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
olive
green cabinet; one base. Thia ma
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by
the
setfrom
At the Baptist Church at 11 o'clock
recently elected the following of
chine ls brand new and can be bought
Rev. G. F. Currier delivered an inspir when a young man and the greater fined to his bed for more than two ting of the scene, which represented
ficers: President. Mrs. Nida V.
at one-half the actual price; and can be
CASH, TERMS OR TRADE
teen at this office any time. Address
ing Easter message from the subject part of his life was spent here. He years, was a patient and uncomplain- ' a beautiful garden, filling the platElliot; vice president, Charles M
N. S. Perry. COURIER-GAZETTE. Rock
land. Me.
24*31
"Come See the Place Where He Lay." was a stone mason and boat builder ing sufferer The end came peacefully ' form with flowers. Soloists were H.
Starrett; secretary and treasurer,
Appropriate anthems were beautiful by trade. In 1896 he was married to on thc morning of April 12. He was, L. Coombs, W. C Winslow, Mrs. Hazel
Miss Jessie Stewart; executive com
ly rendered by the choir with Mrs. Miss Annie Ott of Rockport, who sur much interested in poetry, one of his Carlon Roberts. There were selec
mittee for three years. Miss Helen
ROCKLAND, ME.
'Bury -A. Home
Nellie Mngune at the organ. Follow vives him; also a liiotlier, Jereiniali favorites being Tennyson's "Crossing tions hy llie male quartet, also by a RANKIN ST.
Studley, Mi-as Harriet Burgess
ROCKLAND
kReadthe CIASSIFIED
chorus of 40 voices.
ing this service the ordinance oi bap- N Clark of Staten Island, N, Y.; ana the Bar ’
Dr. B H. Keller is at Knox Hos-
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Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce of Dor
“THE MUSIC OF NATURE"
Sherman Simmons, Harold Moore,
WARREN
chester, Mass., arrive today and will
Henry Marr, Dorothy Marr, Marie
Spring Is Stressed In the Rubinstein
be at the "House on the Hill.’’
Tlie regular monthly supper will Marr and Christine Jones; Tlie
Club’s Excellent Program
be served Thursday at the Baptist Legend of the Lily, Ruby Starrett; Wc
Mr. and Mrs. George Pettee, Jr.,
Church, under the supervision of Miss Would See Jesus, chorus; duet,
of Waterville were guests for the
The meeting of the Rubinstein Tcna MacCallum and Mrs. Alice Christine Starrett and Helen Boyd:
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. George Club Friday afternoon reflected the Knights.
dialogue, 10 girls: Pauline Staneti.
Pettee, Maverick street,
spring season in decorations of jon
An afternoon tea will be given Kathryn Starrett, Winona Robinson.
In addition to personal notea regard
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cooper of
quils and pussy willows, and in the Thursday from 2 to 5 at the home Christine Starrett, Thelma Starrett.
ing departure* and arrivals, thia depart
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Sanborn subject of Mis. Edlingwcod's pro cf Mrs. Anna Starrett, the proceeds ! Nathalie Starrett, Helen Boyd, Virment especially desires Information of Wollaston, Miass., weire calling on
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc
who was called here by fhe death gram—“The Music of Nature." Mrs. to benefit the dental, tonsil and ginia Starrett, Ruth Starrett. Dorothy
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be friends in the city Saturday on their
gladly received.
way to spend the weekend with Mr. of Mrs. Sanborn's father, Frank D Ellingwood's paper was of much adenoid clinics. These who attend- Hebert. The last number was coached
TEI.BPHONE .................................. nt or 7M
Haraden, have returned to Portland excellence, opening with the awak ed the costume party at Mrs. Star- by Miss Beulah Starrett, teacher of
Cooper's mother in Camden.
ening of spring and touching upon rett's last month will remcmb"r what 'he class. The chancel was prettily
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown were
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from
Miss Gladys Blethen is entertain
c'rccra'cd for thc occasion with
the significance of gardens, trees, a good time was enjoyed.
guests for the Easter weekend of
Old Town for the weekend.
Fred Hahn returned to hls home in pussywillows, potted plants aud Easttr
birds, flowers ,and the Easter sea
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huston in Port ing Chapin Class this evening.
land.
The Charity Club had luncheon son. It was presented in such a way Gardiner Sunday afternoon after I lilies.
Circle supper at the Congrega
At thc Baptist Church Sunday eveThursday with Miss Teresa Arau, that the musical numbers illus having been the guest cf his sister
Benefit card parties for the Junior tional Church tomorrow at 6.15, with Camden.
trated the various points in an elo Misi Susie Hahn over the weekend, nii’g, the Easter cantata, "Morn of
Saturday aftcrncor^was spent in look- Victory " was listened to by a large
Harmony Club open tomorrow eve Mrs. A. R. Havener as chairman.
quent manner. The program:
Ably directed by
The Diligent Dames meet Friday Contralto—Spring’s Awakening. Hawley ing up old friends and acquaintances, congregation.
ning at the home of Mrs. K. C. Ran
Gray Rocks and Grayer Seas .......... Cn hls return he motored through Che. ter Wyllie and accomnanlcd by
Mrs. Edward Barnard (Ruth afternoon at the home of Miss Char
kin, 74 Cedar street. There will be
Kate Vannah j
Hazel Atwood
with Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn.
Mrs Louie Drewctt. thc chorus of 20
prizes and light refreshments, with Perry) was home from University of lotte Buflum. with Miss Buflum and Plano—TheMrs.
Rustle of Spring .... Binding
Maine
for
the
weekend.
Miss Lucy Teagu? of Cranford. N. i voices most harmoniously rendered
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost as hostesses.
Country Gardens ............ Grainger
play to begin at 8. Reservations
Miss Edna Gregory
J., is spending this week with her par- he eight numbers ln the cantata and
may be arranged with Mrs. Rankin
Contralto—Thank God for a Garden ....
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rogers move
ents Mr. ar.d Mrs. Edwin C. Teague, two other Easter number, telling in
The
Schumann
Club
of
Bangor
ls
del
Rlego
or Mrs. Warren C. Noyes.
this week from 6 Talbot avenue to to present an exchange program be
To a Wild Rose
....... MacDowell
A real treat Is in store for those who icng the beautiful and wondrous
Mrs.
Gladys
Morgan
thc northern tenement in the R. V.
.........
Rasbaeh attend the Dutch entertainment at I story ed the scosan. The two numbers
Mrs. Anne Haskell who has been
fore the Rubinstein Club and gr ests Contralto—Trees
A Brown Bird Singing .................
Stevenson house, Gurdy street.
Friday evening at 8 at the Univer
visiting Rockland friends has re
Haydn Wood Glover hall Friday afternoon from 1 not contained in the caniata were,
I Hear a Thrush At Eve .... Cadman to 3 in which all the children of the "Hail. Mighty Victor," and "Hail Him, j
salist
vestry.
Each
Rubinstein
mem

turned to Belfast.
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
Mrs. Lydia Storer
J two primary schools will take part.
sung bv thc chorus. I lie other num- i
—The Pansy
daughter Constance of Waterville ber may invite two guests. Thc Ban Readings
Why
the
Rose Is Red
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sewall
Vaughan
and
bers:
Hail, Morn cf Victory, chorus;
gor
guests,
together
with
Rubinstein
The Making of the Birds
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
have opened their cottage at Cres
family cf Whitman, Maes., arrived Awake, Arise, di'et nnd choir So
Miss Hazel Marshall
Club
members
ar.d
guests
.are
to
Wilbur F. Senter, Jr.
cent Beach for the season after
have dinner at the Copper Kettle at Contralto—I Gathered a Roa^—gunday afternoon and are guests a prano, Mrs. Carrie Butler; a'to. Mr: l
The Birth of Morn
Leonl few days this week of Mrs. P D Hazel Pease; duet. It Was For Me, 1
spending the winter at the home of
6.
Reservations may be arranged by
Miss Ellen J. Cochran has moved
Miss Chrystal Stanley
icsior, Roger Teague, baritone.
Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear.
as a Prophet ..... Schumann Starrett, sister of Mr. Vaughan.
from the Bicknell to 44 Talbot calling Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Tel Plano—Bird
Mrs. Prances McLoon
Charles Wilton; Day of Anguish
Occrge
Teague
rprnt
Saturday
in
1118,
not
later
than
Wednesday
noon
Soprano—A Blackbird Singing .................
Browne Club will have a covered avenue.
Michael Head Rcckland the guest cf Mr. and Mrs. cheir; Seek Ye the Oardrn, contralto |
Miss Adelaide Cross
solo, Mrs. Avis Norwood; Chris', the j
dish supper Friday night at the
Mrs. Ella Grimes who has been in Plano—Northern Lights
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Doyle of
Torjusaen Jchn Rcbir.son.
Miss Margaret Everett
home of Miss Elizabeth Hagar. Bath were weekend guests of Mr Jamaica, Nassau and Bermuda for
Margaret Nutter reports that sin Lord is Risen, women's two part
Plano duo—To Be Sung on the Water
Grace street. Mrs. Sietta Whitmore and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence.
the winter is now in Boston and ex
Schubert-Liszt arr. Edouard Hesselberg heard frogs croaking Saturday night chcrus; contralto solo, Mrs. Hazel
Miss Margaret Stahl
as chairman will be assisted by Mrs.
Tha* surely mirt be a sign of spring Pease; duct, contralto, Mrs. Hazel
pects to return to Rockland some
Miss Clemice Blackington
Olive Wilson and Mrs. Marjorie
| in spite cf the heavy snowfa'ls tn Pease; tenor, Chester Wyllie; This la
Mrs. Sidney St. Felix Thaxter of time this week.
Accompanists, Mrs. Helen Went I other parts of thc State and Nee.
the Down, soprano solo by Mrs. Doris
Glidden.
! Portland who read "Cavalcade" beworth, Mrs. Nettie Averill and Miss
Overlock and chorus; Thanks Be to
The BPW Club has a public card
England.
------fore the Methebesec Club Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand aftprnoon was accompanied by Mrs party Thursday evening at the card Stahl.
Edward C. Cutting returned Thurs- ! God, chorus. Thc ehanc"! was decoMrs. Wentworth announced the i day tc South Portland after being the rated with thc arch, "Christ Is Risen,
were weekend guests of Mr .and Mrs Harold Swptt (A11cp Hayhurst), also rooms of Mrs. Alan L. Bird, with play
Schumann Club of Bangor wsuld
Bernard Leathers in Waterville.
qI portjan(j
guest cf his mother Mrs. R. E. Cutting ' petted flowering plants lnclud ng a
to begin at 8. Reservations may be
present an exchange pregram here
pure Easter lily.
since last TXiesday.
arranged with any member.
Thursday evening, and' that there
Jesse Keller who has been vlsitMrs. Flora Johnson who was with
Mis* Hazel Parker ar.d M-s. Geneva
ing relatives in Rockland and West I
awJ Mrj. Clarencc o Haraden.
Mrs. Joseph Emery who has been would be a banquet at the Copper Ccllcmorc cf West Rockport were
WEST ROCKPORT
Rockport is returning to Milton, I
wppk caUed a surgical patient at Knox Hospital Kettle for members and guests, at
recent guests of Mrs. Flora Peabody.
75
cents
a
plate.
Reservations
Mass., today.
by the 11Iness of the ^te prank D expects to return home today.
Waiter Wheeler returned April 10
Mr Mary Richmond entertained
should be made with Mrs. Went- her s’stcr Mi's Eliza Swan and Mr. from Knox Hospital where he had
Mrs. LawrencTTTach entertained
ha9 returned to Steuben
Mrs. Alan L. Bird now has a junior worth not later than Wednesday and Mrs Jo;in
of Rockland been for treatment.
the Tuesday Night Bridge Club Fri
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to class in contract at her card rooms morning. For the evening program and MlK Mary. WylHe of Oy?t?r Rjvcr
Elmer Keller of Boston, accom
day, honors going to Mrs. Raymono
meeting Thursday afternoons.
It
the T H E Club last evening.
panied by hls brother Jesse Keller of
Sunday afternoon.
Cross, Mrs. Guy Douglass and Mrs
comprises children of Junior high one guest.
At the annual meeting of the Bap Milton, Mass., motored here and were
Ronald Messer.
Principal and Mrs. Joseph E. Blais age, or a bit older, and the interest
The club on Tuesday afternoon, tist Mission Circle last Wednesday weekend guests of their father Daniel
dell and son Franklin, are in Sidney and zest they manifest is delightful. April 25, from 4 to 6. will give a aJtcrneon at the Montgomery Rooms Keller.
Mrs. Inez Conant has returned to
foi the week.
Mrs. Bird is planning for the World Russian tea and muslcale in the the following officers were elected
Daniel Andrews was at Knox Hospi
Vinalhaven after spending a few
Olympic to be played May 1 all over Universalist vestry, to be open to and committees chosen: ’’resident, tal last week for a tonsil operation.
days with her sister, Mrs. Orrin F.
Miss Ava Rich of Isle au Haut has
the world . The principal feature of the public at a small fee. A program i Mrs. Martha Welch; vice president,
Mrs. Ida Watts of East Union visit
Smith.
been the guest of Mrs. Ado.e Rogers, this is that everyone who enters will
of high order will contain novel fca- Mrs Rfta Coburn; secretary Mrs ed her daughter Mrs. Donald Tolman
the r-arl few days on hcr way to Bos
get an analysis of the bid and play tures. Tickets are on sale.
Minerva Marshall; treasurer, Mrs 1 Sunday.
Mrs. Suclla Sheldon left Friday ton.
of the hand, sure to be valuable to
Mrs. Wentworth appointed as a’ Lillian Simmons; White Crc:> comThere was good attendance at the
for Washington, D. C., where she is
contract
fans.
decorating
committee
for
Thursday
j
mittee
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie,
Mrs.
Michurch
services Easter Sunday. In
attending the session of thc National! Angelina D'Agostino celebrated her
Mrs. Dora Bird .Miss Caroline Lit- j r>erva Marshall, Mrs. Bessie Hills, anil i the evening a concert was given by '
Congress of Daughters of the Ameri- i2th birthday Thursday'by entertainMrs. Velma Marsh recently enter tlefleld and Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Mrs Susie Oxton; reading contest, children of the Sunday school.
can Revolution. Mrs. Sheldon joined I -ng several of her girl friends at her
tained at an evening party honoring Also a nominating committee, Mrs. j Mrs Reta Ccbum and Mrs. Laura
The annual meeting of the church
the Maine delegation, consisting of j home on Trinity street. Games of
will be held April 26.
20 members, at Portland.
Miss I varied type furnvhed great fun and Mrs. Winifred Butler of Portland. Grace Crie. Mrs. Mildred Havener Seavey.
Picnic supper was served. Those and Miss Littlefield, to report at the
Grace Parker is at Wellesley Hills.
. • . •
Maude Merrick of Waterville, past the abundance of refreshment., in
present were Mrs. Adelma Mullen, meeting of April 28.
Mars., where she received training at
Ea-ter in the Warrrn Churches
state regent, heads the Maine dele- eluded a birthday cake. Angelina's
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Miss Maud
-----------------Both churches marked unusually tne Children's Convalescent Home.
gation which includes among its guests were Nathalie Edwards KathMarsh. Mrs. Ida Huntley. Mrs. Helen
members Mrs. Florence Waugh1 trine Dclar.o. Virginia Raekliffe.
Mr. and Mrs. K Havenor Cassens good attendance at their morning
G. Perry .Mrs. Doris Ames. Mrs.
CAMDF.N BV TIIE SEA
____
Danforth, retiring State regent. Mrs Norma Havener, Norma Frost. Mary
and children, and Harry Morse of service Easter Sunday. Specie! music
Mary Jordan, Mrs. Butler and Mrs.
had
been
arranged
at
both
and
was
Th(
,
re
„
thf
wlth ,u da!lhlng w|
Clinton C. Stevens of Bangor, new- Egan, Priscilla and Charlotte Staples,
Lubec are spending the day with Mr
lows.
much enjoyed by the congregations
ly elected regent who will be con- Jean Clukey. Barbara Murray, Helen Marsh.
and Mrs. Carl Cassens.
Filling thc air with Its cool, sparkling
At thc vesper service hour at the
spray
firmed by the National organization Winchenbach, and Frances and VirMiss Adelaide Trafton is spending
Thc coves and shore dotted with cot
Oongregational
Churchthe
ycung
Friday, and1 Mrs. Victor L. Warren ginia D'Agostino.
Mrs.
Annie
Thomas
and'
Mrs.
Martages.
the week in Bucksport with her
garet Smith are guests for the week Pf°ple under the supervision ci Mrs And proud ships at anchor ln quiet bay
of Dover-Foxcroft, a past State re
father.
Frank
F.
Trafton.
The Speech Readers Club meeting
______
cj their slater. Mi|„. Carrie Frye, Ethel Griffin and Mrs. Ruth Phil There are the beautiful seagirt Islands.
gent and a candidate for vice presi
Thursday had Miss Helen Carr tn
brook gave a particularly pleading In sight of Rockland and Camden’s
Th© Congregational Missionary I Camden.
dent general. Also attending as a
fair main.
charge of the lesson, with Mrs Frank
concert
with the following numbers: With thelr lighthouses and danger
delegate will be Mrs. William Smith
Society meets tomorrow afternoon at
------signals.
Hewett presenting the story. Tourna
Members of American Legion March, Miss Pauline Starrett; prayer. Flashing in sunshine and warning ln
Shaw of Portland, past State regent
3 at the home of Mrs. Henry B
ment. practice was carried on with
rain.
and past vice president general;
Bird, with Mrs. H. B. Fales assist Auxiliary are invited to attend a sil Rev. Mr. Holt; songs. Primary De
Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman in charge.
of spruce, of pine and of hemlock.
Mrs. Irene Moran, wife of U. S. rep
ing. In line with the general topic ver tea at the home of Mrs. C. F partment; Easter Greeting. Martha Odors
Griffin; recitation. Earl Moor ,’r.; A'.' Of fragrant *wcetgrass and meadowresentative E. C. Moran. Jr.. Mrs
Mrs Ada WtUman who
hous?. of "China," Miss Hazel Marshall will Snow. Talbot avenue, Thursday
brook hay
Little Ones Love Easier, Joan Smith; Waft o'er the lea and out on the ocean,
Wallace H. White, wife of Senator kwpcT for
c E uimer of review Pearl Buck's book “The afternoon at 2 o'clock. There will
vocal duet, Verna Rcoinson and Doris Mingling with ozone in Pcnobucot Bay.
be sewing and other diversions.
White, and Mrs. L. N Edwards of
avenue, for several years, has Young Revolutionist."
Overlock: Easter Bunnies, fight chit- There Is the profile of purple mountain
Thomaston, now living in Washing- resumed to hcr home at Dutch Neck.
j
.
_ ...
j r, ..
: Lifted against the sunset ev’nlng aky.
(air harbor of Camden village,
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent returned
Mrs. Mary Brown who has been aren: Jean Smith, Reward Borne- An(j
i°hWaldoboro
man,
Martha
Griffin,
Charlotte
Where
ot tournts and flaherfoik
Saturday from a week in Washing visiting relatives in Rockland and
He.
Mcore,
Vaughan
Philbiook.
Earl
i
—John M Kelley.
A. P Haines goes to Boston this j Mrs Mary Winslow ar.d Mrs, Har- ton, D. C., where she attended the Camden has returned to North
Augusta.
Mcore Jr, Betty Mcore. Harold
week on business.
Mrs. Mabel old Rackhffe motored to Portland annual convention of Eastern Com Haven.
Mcore; violin solo. David White, The
mercial Teachers. Mrs. Sargent has j
Thorndike who has been housekeep- Thursday.
er at Mr. Haines' home has returned
decided to introduce higher courses
Miss Vclzora Look is spending the Ei ter Lily, Evelyn Smith; All ,'
to hcr former home, 10 Claremont
Mrs. Vivian Gcorgeson is thc guest at Rockland Business College next school vacation in Vinalhaven, guest Through the Night, Junior Seng;
Ea ter, George Robinson; vc?al :oio.
street.
of Mrs. J. C. Cunningham
fall—courses leading up to C.P.A. of Mrs. Alfred Raymond.
Virna Robinion; diaiegu-. Ja per
positions and other phases of clerical
Teacher of Piano
Spear and Rir-’ll Smith; The New
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union work. Mrs. Sargent waa entertained
Kennedy Crane and son Lawrence
Mrs. Walter II. Butler and ion
22 CAMDEN RT., ROCKLAND, ME.
Life
of
Springtime,
Dorothy
Sim

spent Easter with Rev. and Mrs. C. Veterans is having a card parly to delightfully by Representative and Walter are in Boston for thc week.
TEL. 639-W
mons; duct, Verna and Avard Robin
124’lt
D. Crane, Attleboro Springs. Mass. morrow afternoon at Grand Army Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr. They had
son; Nature's Greeting, six children:
Mr. Crane continued to New York hail with play to begin at 2.30. Mrs. luncheon one day at thc House of
Mr. and' Mrs. Thomas C. Stone
on business. His son returned home, Velma Marsh and Mrs. Margaret Representatives' restaurant,
and spent the weekend with relatives in
accompanied by his grandfather, for i Paladino are in charge,
spent one evening with Mrs. Moran Oornish.
WEDNESDAY
a visit.
at a meeting of the Poetry Group
ONLY
John Anderson has returned to New
Thc weekly dance at the Copper j
League of American Pen Women, to
York
to
resume
his
duties
with
the
Among the students home for the
which only the wives of Congress Kettle will be held this evening j
He captured “hearts" and “bad-men“I
Easier recess arc Kenneth Wiggin Bartlett Tree Co.
men belong. Mrs. Larz Anderson The Rhythm Kings dance band
from Higgins Classical Institute,
Mrs. Florence Capen has returned was among the speakers, reading furnishing the snappy music. These
Kenneth Orcutt from Northeastern
to
Belmont, Mass., after being in lhe some of her poems, and giving the ( dances are very popular to the
University, Judson Flanagan from
story of hcr new play now appearing ' younger set of Rockland and Camcity
for a few days on business.
Providence College, and Nelson
in Boston by the Copley Players. ■ den.
Rokes from Hebron Academy.
Miss Amber Elwell is very sick at Several Washington poets presented
Prof. Harry T. Baker is home from
her home on Spruce street, in care of their work, and Mrs. Moran was
Miss Bernadette Snow is spending
Goucher College, called by the criti
Mira Alice Limebumer, R.N.
called
upon
to
read
from
her
poems.
the week in Guilford, the guest of
Mrs. Sargent also had luncheon with cal illness of his mother, Mrs. Ellen
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Cross, and hcr
L. A. Ross who has been confined to Mrs. Carroll Beedy, at which Mrs. J J. Baker.
brother, Israel Snow, Jr.
his home on Old County road for
Stephen Gould was a guest.
three months, due to illness, is able
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Clay of Bangor |
The Methebesec Club hcldi its
to eit up each day.
were weekend guests of Miss Jennie
LIGHTED PATHWAYS
second guest meeting of thc season
Guptill.
Saturday afternoon, with Mrs. Sid
The city always feels just pride in I Dedicated to the memory of Faustina
THURSDAY ONLY
Brown
Meservey
|
ney St, Felix Thaxter of Portland as thc success of its sons whom it sends
A pretty little robin.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Day
of
Richj
guest artist, reading Noel Coward's out into the wide world to win recog
Flitting near me sang a song
mond and Rangeley were dinner
It was rich, and full, and cheery.
brilliant play "Cavalcade."
The nition. That recognition Ls outstand
And thc day seemed not so long
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
members and guests were charmed ing in thc case of George W. Leadbet
On hls lonely way. a stranger
Nathan F. Cobb and Miss Ada Perry
with Mrs. Thaxtcrls mtanneTj and ter, of Augusta, who comes Friday
Walked, with weary head bent
down:
her presentation of thc play brought night as thc Woman's Educational
Some one smiled a pleasant greet
Among the relatives from out of
it as a vivid' picture before one's Club's guest speaker. Ii will also be
ing—
After
that
he
couldn't
frown.
town
who came to attend the funeral
eyes. Mrs. Thaxter was at one time Mr. Leadbetter's first speech in his
with
•
of Mrs. Elizabeth Ryan were Wil
Some one gave a cup of water
with the Ben Greet Players, and was native city since his appointment
To a thirsty soul In need.
liam
J.
Ryan
and
Miss
Mildred
E.
associated with Adelyn Bushnell for under the new State code as head of
Just a little helpful service.
| Ryan of Brighton, Mass., and John
Just a little friendly deed.
two or more seasons. An informal the Maine department of Public
Ryan of Dorchester. Others who
playing the same rote ln
By the wayside grew a flower
reception was tendered Mrs. Thaxter Health and Welfare. Rev. J. C.
directed bv
And Its fragrance filled the air;
which he made the stage hit
came
from
away
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
at the close of the reading, many ex MacDonald will also address the club
ELLIOTT
Many Journeys were made brighter
UNA MERKEL. John Miljan,
Walter Burke of Augusta and Mr.
Because of lt growing there.
NUGENT
pressing in person the pleasure she lhat night on “Today's Pressing
Johnny Hines, Edward Arnold
and Mrs. Arthur Coomb© of Belfast.
Box luncheon at 6.
had given them. All business was Problems."
And because wc could not keep lt
Past the spring to winter cold.
WARNING!
laid aside other than the usual "Shall we have a Grand Funeral for
In our hearts lt blossoms ever.
Speaking of formal dinners, Emmy
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Loving deeds to help unfold.
Prohibition?"
is
the
topic
to
be
pre

routine.
Mrs. Angelica GIovct,
Post says: “Do not put husbands
president, announced that there sented ait 5 p. m. by thc State hesd cf
Someone's life, a thing of beauty.
“THE KATAHDIN MOUNTAINEERS’’
From Its dawn to setting sun,
next to their own wives." Mrs. Post J
Will be here again to please you!
would be a special meeting at her the Maine Christian Endeavor Union,
Lives on. to uplift another.
must he a pacifist.
Minneapolis
Though Its work on earth Is done.
home on Claremont street. Friday Rev. F. W. Barton, Baptist pastor at
TODAY—GEORGE O'URIEN in “ROBBERS* ROOST"
C. L. S.
Journal.
Tenant's Harbor.
afternoon at 2.30 to elect officers.
Appleton Ridge.

^Society,

Mabel H. Holbrook

PARK

im OAftK

ERNEST TRUEX

It’s Spring . . . which is another way of saying
you’re due to wear blue. And we’re prepared to wel
come you with the gayest collection of Blue Shoes
that ever set feet in motion. So enticing are they
that, having seen them, you'll bolt for blue, gray and
beige clothes to wear with them.

BLUE TIES
BLUE PUMPS
BLUE SANDALS

$2.50, $3.50,
$3.95

WALK OVERS, $8.50
SEE OUR WINDOWS

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

NEXT TO PERRY'S MARKET

432 MAIN STREET

MISSIONS IN CHINA
Formed Basis Of Last Meeting Ot
the Methodist W. F. M. S.
The April meeting of the Woman's
Foreign Missionary 3ociety of the
Methodist Church took place Thurs
day at the home of Mrs. Ida Sim
mons. Mrs. Edith Tweedie, presi
dent, had charge of the devotional
period which was based on the topic
of "I Thirst." Lesion and music
were appropriate to the Easter sea
son.
With Mrs. Lena deRochemont as
program chairman, the it ext book
was finished, the subject being "Our
Society — What. Where. Who — In
China." Brief notes pertaining lo
missionary work in China from thc
earliest days to thc present time
were given as a school. Mrs. dcRochemont acting as teacher and
the members as pupils presenting the
items.
Map study of China was particu
larly interesting, the map so ar
ranged as to show the stations where
missions supported by thc New Eng
land branch are maintained. Thirty
workers have gone out from New
England, six being there at present
Six members of the Society present
ed brief histories of these workers
placing a star on the map at the
conclusion of each. Hospitals were
represented bv little red crosses and
colleges by tiny caps. Other activi
ties were represented, such as nor
mal schools, kindergartens, etc. The
closing topic was Uie church in
China todiy.
Mts Ruth Ellingwood pre: ented as
a rcatT.rjj "Lee (3lng; Missionary”
which was to have been given as a
demonstration by a group cf mem
bers.
Mrs. Tweedie had members give
scripture verses appropriate to
Banter, and Mrs. Thelmh ©tanley
and Mrs Lena Stevens sang a duel
"Thc Old Rugged Cross."

It seems a good time for some
statesman to tell us what it was that
the war made the world safe for. -

MR. BUSINESS MAN
It iifTers you many op
portunities to buy and
sell ... to Increase
business and to obtain
new customers.

The Courier-Gazette

WANT ADS

WED.-THURS.

A

Man of

the

East — a

Woman of the

West. Dare they

share
one

thelr

desire?

SEE

DANCE
TONIGHT
And Every Tuesday
South Cushing
Grange Hall

KIRK’S
ORCHESTRA
46 it

You Can Be
Lovelier This Way
New, wonderful MELLO-GLO pow
der makes your skin look fresh, tempt
ing. Made by a new French process,
it spreads with surprising smoothness,
stays on longer, hides tiny lines and
wrinkles, prevents large pores. Uglv
shine banished No drawn or "pasty"
look. No irritation with purest face
powder known Buy delightfully frag
rant MELI0-010 today, 50e and
$100; tax free. Corner Drug Store
and all other good stores.

kJGENERAL YEN

NILS A1THIR
WAITH CONNOUT
A MANX CAPkA Produdlc
IS. NO»»I bx GCo(« Zoring S

NOW SHOWING
“RASPUTIN'
with
THE BARRYMORES

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 18, 1933
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Knox County’s Contribution to the National Guard of Maine
Prance as railroad artillery. It was j artillery is the flrst to meet an in- It is pulled by a ten-ton tractor of He was promoted to 1st Lieutenant in
in the last battle of the Marne in | vader of our coast, and1 it will be American design. Thfis tractor ls 1925. and in 1926 was ordered to take
able to pull the gun in all kind of command of the Camden Battery.
Cant. Sherman E. Willard
Rocklancfs National Guard 1918' forming the general Jeplace faithful to the end.
»
unit
fnr
all
tkta
ro
tlvrv.i
H
nt'til
ment unit for all the railroad artilThis coat of arms is embroidered going at a speed of about five miles Hc was quickly promoted to captain,
Unit Traces Its Origin lery on that front. It was returned 1 on the regimental colors in all its an hour. Newer designs have speed and upon the resignation of the com
Has Instruction Duty For
to the United States in February, j natural colors. The shield and of 15 to 20 miles per hour. In firing mander of the Rockland Battery
Away Back To 1856
Knox County Units
1919. and was demobilized at Camp 1 motto made up in metal is worn by the limber wheels are removed ano was ordered back to command that
Of the many companies organized Devens in March.
The Courier-Gazette in presenting
all officers and enlisted men of the the trails spread, thus providing battery.
He has been in command of the
in Rockland, the first that can be
today's National Guard summary is
Since its reorganization it nas re- regiment on their uniform coats and space for the gun to recoil in, and
Rockland
outfit since that time.
Indebted to Capt. Sherman E. Wil
trared ;us a Part 01 th® 240th Coast j celved many tokens of its efficiency, service hats.
a place for the gun crews to work
Captain Warren P. Eldridge began
lard, who supervises the operations of
Artillery was then known as Tillson s s(jme of the more jmportant being
while loading and firing. The re
the two Knox County batteries of
L*ht Infantr>‘' °rganl«d ln 1880. Team Rifle Marksmanship Cup, The
coil is controlled by an oil brake and his military service through the
A CIVIC ASSET
Coast Artillery.
UP™ reorganization it became first Knox Trophy for Gunnery, 1926 Gun
is returned to the firing position by Reserve Corps being appointed a 2d
"H" Company of the 1st Maine In Cup. 1927 Gun Cup and 1928 Gun j Recit;
Capt. Willard, who received his
a Few of thg Things compressed air. This permits the
promotion early last fal'., had ranked
fantry and uponethe transfer of the Cup. The Adjutant General’s Cup. (
6
carriage wheels to remain in place
1st Maine to Coast Artillery became three guideon efficiency streamers’
as 1st lieutenant since June 1, 1918. HEWETT WINS AWARD
Which Coast Artillery Dat- during the firing and give the rapid
ARE WELL EQUIPPED
He became attached to the regular
a part of the organization now known and others. It has been authorized
teries Have Done
fire for which the gun is noted. Its
_____
Wearer of ‘‘Silver Star’’ One Coast Artillery Batteries Are as the 240th Coast Artillery (HD) to wear the War Department's Red!
normal target in the Coast Defense
Maine National Guard.
"E"
three
times.
This
"E"
denotes
a
Th
e
National
Defense
Act
of
1929
is the enemy destroyers that lay
of the First Wounded In
Ready For Action With
After the World War a company War Department rating of Efficient, [ provides that the Army of the United I smoke screens and attack the mine
was organized in Rockland by Captain and in 1927 Battery "F" was the only' states shall consist of three compo- , fields, andenemy transports
Overseas Fighting
Least Possible Delay
that
battery east of the Mississippi author- 'nents—the Regular Army composed of 1 may be trying to land troops on our
The receipt of the Silver Star award J When the statement is made that
ized this rating, and there was only a weil organized force ol officers and j shores.
from the War Department last week ! the National Guard is ready for an
one battery west of the Mississippi.
men capable of rapid expansion for
Each summer at the annual en
recalls an interesting incident to emergency the question is sometimes
1 Its present personnel consists of active service and as a training force campment at Port Williams the local
Lt. Charles G. Hewett.
asked as to jiut how it is equipped
1 Captain Warren P. Eldridge. 1st Lt. j0l. (he other components; the Na- batteries hold target practice with
It was in December. 1917, that Hew- An inspection of the supply rooms of
Chester H. Slader. 2d Lts. William R. ticnal Guard, consisting of the organ- this gun firing at a moving target at
■ ett, then Corporal, was a member of the local batteries will give a rough
Hoffses and Philip H. Newbert. 1st ixd militia of the States, officered and ranges better than seven miles.
1 the 1st Engineers, 1st Division, “some- idea. For the individual mnn there
Sergeant John A. Staples, Staff Ser- manned along the same lines as the [
' where in Prance." On the 23d we are complete uniforms, such as stock- !
geant Percy E. Hill.
regular army and indirectly conBATTALION OFFICERS
find him and his outfit near Arro- ings, shoes, breeches, leggins. shirts,
Sergeants—Harold L. Armstrong, trojje(j by the federal government j
court in the Summerville Sector of ccats, neckties, hats, caps, raincoats
Warren R. Knights, Ralph S Lud through appropriations for Its up- Men
y
Fine Training
the French lines. It is dark and early and overcoats, and gloves. He has a
wig. John G. Procter. Donald A. Rob keip; and the Organized Reserve,
evening. In the fitful glare of an oc- shelter tent complete with poles and
Have Charge of the Coast
bins, Guy R. Robbins. Ralph C. Sta made up of inactive officers trained
casional star shell a blanket of snow pins, blankets, and mess equipmeht.
ples.
Artillerymen
by the Regular Army by means of ex- !
I is revealed covering the shell holes
The general battery property in
Corporals—Reginald G. Henderson,; tcnsjOn </>ji(x)l courses by mail, by j
and wire. The Engineers move slow cludes picks, shovels, axes, all kind)
The present officers of the 2d Li< ut. Warren O. Feyler hf Thomas
William A Keefe. Ira L. Oliver. Robdu1y each year for about two
ly to a position in "No Man's Land," of tocls, carpenter, electrician and
Battalion. 249th C.A., have had a
ton, adjutant of the 2d Battalion
ert N Robinson. Leroy R Whitten. I wee^s_ and by weekend schools.
their duty the construction of a new mechanic; also bars and jacks. Per
j varied amount of military service, as
Privates
1st
Class
—
Evin
V.
Brown.
National
Guard
then
is
made
j
jumping off trench for the French peace time, riot duty and police work
Harold E. Emery. Charles M Foster. yp
from
sute. thv gtaU. I a short review will show.
Lieutenant Medical Administrative
army 17 years ago when he enlisted Infantry occupying the front line, and for use in war there are the rifles,
Major Ralph W. Brown was a Corps ORC. ln June 1927. He en
Dana
E
Gilmore,
Alfred
T.
K.skilla.
,
Icva
j
e3
officers
and
armories;
in
as a sergeant from his home city oi ready for a jump-off in the morning, and bayonets, pistols, steel helmets.
Charles M. LawTy, Willard O. Miller. letURJ lh<? Unl[ed Slates provides member of the military forces of listed in the Coast Artillery in 1930
Hewett's company has broken up gas masks, gas rifle and hand grrnSouth Portland. During the World
, Roger W. Mills. Tauno Numminen. clp
equipment, and pay lor the Maine since ,900' He then enlUWd and was appointed 2d Lieutenant .in
"-------- infantry
through hls ln. January. 1939 in the Rockland bat
War he served at Camps Dix, Meade into smaller working parties, and ades and candles.
Ralph W. Brown, as the 5th Company. Sterling
E.-------------------------Procter, Thomas E.lhe
Scott,
C'.hc" military equipment includes
and Lee, and lor one year was with
later becoming Battery "G,” and in Cecil E. Small. Sherwood C. Small. but it is available to the United States |'
tery. In May, 1931 he was promoted
such it : ms as telephones and wire for
the Army of Occupation, stationed at
1931 Battery "E,” its present designa Ralph M. Smalley.
to 1st Lieutenant and ordered to com
in
case
of
war
or
other
national
'
a complete communication installs - tion. By the authority of the Maine
Gctendung in Germany. Hls olher
mand the Thomaston battery, in
Privates—Roland A Allen, George emergency. The Governor is the
V' J
tion, with the necessary switchboards
a lignment prior to coming to Rock
Adjutant General, and concurred in by L. Armstrong, Charles P. Boynton, Commander-in-chief. The Maine '
1932 he was promoted to captain and
etc There are fire control instru the War D.partment, Battery "E"
land included Hawaii (where he was
Sidney L. Cullen, George F. Cum National Guard consists of three regi- I
as such has commanded the Thom
ments, devices and charts used in was reconstituted with the history
stationed four years), the Fortress
mings, Melvin P. DeMass, Earle F. ments and the necessary special
aston Battery since that time.
tracking and firing on a moving naval and record of the old 3d Company
Monroe School in Virginia and "Fort'
The battalion adjutant. 2d Lt.
Dolham, Robert E. Dow, Robert L. troops to support the three regiments.
. ta gc;. Map making equipment in- Maine CA.
Preble.
Warren O. Feyler, began his servlcfe
Dunbar. Robert R. Emery. Everett M. Cnc regiment is the 193d Infantry i
c'udes transits, plane tables ano
Capt Willard came to Rockland
Through Its history Bat.ery “E" Fernald. Charles F. Freeman. Wil
in Battery "Y" Thomaston in 1924
F, r '
one is Field Artillery, the 153d; and
drawing instruments, steel tapes and dates back to 1856 and can trace its
four years ago as instructor for the
and passing through all grades be
liam A. Frye, Ralph A Gillis. Ralph the other is Coast Artillery, the 240th. ;
compasses.
Knox County units of the 240th C. A.
record through the Civil. Spanish and H. Gray. Randolph C. Henderson.
came captain and battery commander
The
local
batteries
are
members
of
I
In ether words the battery is World Wars. It was part of the ICth
Regiment. His faithful and efficient
in 1930. He resigned because of busi
Burr C. Howard, Edward H Huntley,
equipped to take the field without any Inf , the 29th Vo’.. Inf. and the 29th Eben W. Kenney, Karl T. KiskUla. the 249th. armed, trained and'
services have done much to promote
ness reasons in 1930, but returned to
equipped
for
seacoast
defense.
Local

additional equipment, move into a Infantry during the Civil War It
the high standard which Battery E
the N G. in 1932 as 2d Lieutenant and
Fred C. Libby, Edward 8. Macintosh, ly and during the "hard times' the
petition on the coast, survey a posi w a s part of the 1; t Maine at Chicka
of Rockland and Battery P of Thom
adjutant of the battalion. This is the
Sylvester A Macintosh. Russell L.
batteries become more than a trained
tion and tet up guns and stations and mauga Park during the Spanish War
aston now enjoy, and his circle ot
position he now holds.
Morgan. Walter C Reynolds, John A.
epen fire tn hostile naval vessels with and was with the 54th Coast Art. Robbins. Gorden E. Smith. Edson N force for the defense of the country
friends has shown a steady increase.
First Lt. Hewett's service is shown
They are a part of the city and as ,
the least pcts.ble delay.
during the World War
elsewhere.
Spear, Frederick C. Staples, Freeland ;
k
Mi*
A
■
such take aar active part ir. tlie city's j
Thc authority for the use of thc
TONIGHT'S BANQUET
Since its reorganization in 1923 it E. Staples, Chester A. Vose, Merton
First Lieutenant Chester H. Slader
welfare.
National Guard for local. State and has won many contests, cups, and
enlisted in Thomaston in 1924 and
F. Warren. Richard L. Willey, Russell <
The
present
strength
of
the
Knox
i county duty is found in the Sta*? commendations, a few of particular L. Willey, Walter K Williamson.
Col. J. S. Dusenbury Will Be
passing through the various grades
County battalion is about 13) officers1
military law which permits the use ol note being the Adjutant General's
if./ e.tjGuest of Honor At the
btcame 2d Lieutenant in January,
and men, and this number brings to
the guard for insurrection, invasion, Cup. The Gov. Baxter Military Tro
1931, and was promoted to 1st Lieu
THE COAT OF ARMS
Copper Kettle
carefully sets about its work. The Ger- tumult, riot, mob. or body of men actthe county in new money approxi Captain Richard F. Savll'e, who com
phy. the Colonel Butler Rifle Trophy.
tenant in November of thc same year.
mands the Rockland Battery
With the arrival of the Federal in mans seem to be aware that some- ;ng together by force with intent tc a 19 inch Gun Cup. a 155 mm Gun Pine Tree Tells World That mately $29,900 a year. This tnfiucd
He is the executive officer of thc
force also permits the police force
spector. making the annual inspec thing is going on for the star shells CC3im:t a felony or to offer violenc? Cup and many others. It was com- j
Thomaston battery.
the
Regiment
Is
From
the
1 of the county to be maintained on a dustry rising through the grades of
tion of the local units of the 249th go up much more frequently now to persons or property, or by force mended (or its work at the Thomas- '
Second Lt. Everett K. Mills enlist
1 smaller scale as in emergency the corporal sergeant, quartermaster ser- ed in the Rockland battery in 1928
State of Maine
Coast Artillery, the activity of the Suddenly in the pale white light a; &n(j violence to break or resist the ton Prison Fire by the War Depart-I
of the State, or the United ment. Its present personnel consists I
u
.
tntire battalion is available for use oi geanl u become a 1st sergeant in 1905 and through promotions was appoint
officers of the 2d Battalion will be shadow is seen by the German sencentered at the Copper Kettle. Here ley. a signal is flashed back, and hel. states, or in case of danger therect. of Captain Richard F. Saville, 1st Lt. j The cut shows the coat of arms of the county, thus a saving is made : and M Ucutenant QAI,C. ln 1907. In ed a 2d Lieutenant in April, 1931.
| June 1916 we flnd him doing duty
The guard may be used in event c' Charles G. Hewett, 2d Lts. Everett K the 249th Coast Artillery <HD» ajong u^t line.
the local officers will tender the visit breaks loose. Star shells, high ex
He Is the battery supply officer of the
ing inspector. Col. James S. Dusen plosive and shrapnel pepper "No a public disaster resulting from flood Mills, and Percy W. Blaisdell, 1st I Maine National Guards. The pine j During the unemployment period with the Field Artillery on the Mexl- Rockland battery.
bury. a banquet at 6 o'clock tonight. Man's Land." Hewett and his party- fire or tempest. The law directs that Sergeant Charles L. Colins, Staff tree at the top indicates that thc J members of the National Guard oth- I can border. Here, as a sergeant
Second Lieutenant William R.
regiment is part of the military tI-wise unemployed are able to assist j major, he saw service until the close
Col. Dusenbury in addition to being keep up their work, for it must be com the Governor shall have the power to Sergeant Herbert R Day.
Hoffses enlisted in the Thomaston
order out the guard for any of the
the Federal inspector is also senior pleted.
Sergeants—Frank A. Elliot. Charles forces of Maine, the pine tree com- themselves through their National . of the World War, when he returned battery in July 1928 and passing
Then comes a more brilliant flash.1 above cases. Other officials may order
instructor of the 249th. and it is as
B. Freeman. Theodore W. Sylvester, j ing from the State coat of arms. Guard pay. thereby taking the burden i to Rockland in the latter part of 1919 through the grades of corporal and
Presently Hewett out the local units in emergencies
instructor that he will be entertained and darkness.
In 1929 he was again called to the sergeant was appointed 2d Lieutenant
Earl R. Chandler. John F Newman. I The wreath below the tree is also from other agencies. Some examples
taken from the shield of the State, lt | of civic aid rendered during the past colors and we find him organizing a In May, 1931. He ls the battery •
Seated about the dinner table, headed realizes that he is on a stretcher i.t. any justice of the Supreme Judi
j have been, fire fighting, search for j new company in Rockland, this time
by Major Ralph W. Brown, command Others are being carried along on cial Court, or sheriff of the county
Corporals—Frederick S. Palmer.
range officer of the Thomaston bat
escaped prisoners, clearing Sandy 1 with the Coast Artillery. He was ap- tery.’
ing officer of the local battalion will stretchers by the French hospital men. may ask the local commanding officer Samuel E Rogers, Clarence P Inger
be Lt. Warren O. Feyler. Captains It Is still dark and a heavy ground- for aid, providing it is in writing. In son, Clayton G. Richardson William
Beach, transporting supplies for the j pointed captain and commanded the
Second Lt. Percy W. Blaisdell en
Richard F. Saville and Warren P fog has formed. Stretchers appear to sudden emergency the mayor of the S Davis. Raymond A. Young.
Welfare Department, assisting in
Battery "O" until promoted to listed ln the Rockland Battery ln
Eldridge. 1st Lt. Charles G. Hewett, be floating along. The bearers walk city or the selectmen of a town may
search for drowned persons, and other majOr in April 1925. He has been January. 1929. Was promoted to cor
Privates 1st Cl.—Wilson E Burgess.
and 2d Lieutenants Everett K. Mills. without legs in the fog. And so Hew- request aid. in writing, from the Raymond F. Cross. Harold E Colson, i
aids. All have been voluntary con- th€ battalion commander of the 2d poral and sergeant and appointed 2d
and Percy W. Blaisdell; 1st Lt. Ches- ett was wounded.
commanding officer of the local Na- Erwin W. Chase. George P Halstead.
tributions of the trained force to the ; BatUlion since that time,
Lieutenant in June, 1931. He ls at
ter H. Slader. and 2d Lieutenants I In recognition of that, and for gal- , tjonai Guard.
civilian interests of the county.
Captain Richard F. Saville began present the range officer of the Rock
James R. Huntley. Freeland L HuntWilliam R Hoffses and Philip A. lantry in action, he has received from
event of a national emergency ley. Wallace A Kent, Wilbur J. ------------------ ! his service in 1921 when he joined
land battery.
Newbert, and Captain Sherman E. the War Department at Washington ,j,e preSid«nt may call the National Phelps, George A Phelps, Clyde L. I
THE GREAT I 55 MM GUN the battery of Coast Artillery being
Second Lt. Philip H. Newbert began
Willard. CAC Federal instructor ol the Silver Star Medal, a bronze five- QUard directly into the Federal serv- Pettigrow. Leland N Seavey, Arthur
organized in Rockland by Captain his military service in the Thomasthe 2d Battalion.
j pointed star one inch across. In its
Became a Factor In U. S. Brown. His outstanding abilities ton battery and passing through the
M. Sprowl. Ernest L. Whitney.
Col Dusenbury has had a varied center ls a five pointed silver star; on
--------------------Privates—Robert E Alley, Weston
Armament Because of Its quickly found him on the upward grades of corporal and sergeant was
military career starting with his ap- the reverse side is engraved: “For gal- SERGEANT FREEMAN
E. Arey. John E. Eodman. Stanley F
swing and passing through the grades appointed 2d Lieutenant in October,
pointment to West Point in June, lantry ln action, Charles G Hewett.
------Great Power
Burridge. Joseph E. Brown. Freeman
cf corporal and sergeant he was ap- 1931. He ls the battery supply officer
1991. He graduated in 1995 and was | The medal is supported by a red. j RocklanJ Man An OutstandC. Berry. Albert L. Cassidy. Robert i
pointed a 2d Lieutenant C.A. in 1922. of Battery “F” at present.
appointed a 2d Lieutenant In the Ar- white and blue ribbon, and is worn
For the past two years the bat
ing Student In the Coast W. Cuthbertson. Ralph C Demmons.,
liiiery Corps. Regular Army. He was on the left breast of the uniform coat
teries of the 2d Battalion have been
Augustus P De'.monico. Hoyt G Em
Artillery School
promoted to 1st Lt. in 1997 and a For informal wear there is supplied a
training on the French 155 mm
ery. Albert T. Gushee, Matthew G.
captain in January. 1916. During the ribbon of red, white and blue, and for
One of the metnod?, pf training Greenlaw. Gwenn N Grey. Linwood is blue and white. The shield Is "Grande Puissance Filloux," or gun
World War he was promoted to major, wear on civilian clothes a lapel but available to the National Guard per R. Howlett. Norman H. Hill. Sheldon whlU' and in
uPPer riSht is a with the "great power." This gun
to lieutenant colonel and to colonel. ton of red. white and blue.
sonnel is the extension school courses G. Kent, Irving G. Lufkin. Everett j P°rtcullis of red. indicating that the became a part of the United States
Lt. Hewett began his military serv conducted by the various service J. Mason. Ashton I. McLain. Ray- unit 45 artlller>'. and that as artil- equipment during the World War.
He saw service in France and was
commanding officer of the famous 55th ice in the 1st UB. Engineers in May, ; schools of the Regular Army. The mond E. Moran, Hilton T. Murphy. lery guards the gateway to the city
lack of readiness of the United
Artillery. This organization, made 1917, at Washington Barracks. He Coast Artillery at Fort Monroe con- 0onaid l. Overlock. Wendell D Pay- 04 Portland, the present assignment gtates made It necessary to depend
up of regular army Coast Artillery remained with that organization all ducts such a school, and during the > son_ Harold M. Quinn. Norman L. °f ff1®
1 upon the Allies for about everything
about Boston, raised to war strength through the World War. and although past winter a number of men in the 1 Rfchards. John W Smith. Walter L. i In th® low®r left of the shield is ( but man power, and so it came
by enlistments from Massachusetts one of the first 59 to receive a wound 2d Battalion have taken advantage oi smith. Ezra I Savage. Carl W. Tol- j a phoenix rising in all its golden , about that the Coast Artillery, reand New England, was armed with was able to recover and rejoin hls this instruction by mail.
man. Ralph L. Whitney. Arthur M. glory from its bed of red ashes. The celved upon arrival ln France, among
outfit and take part ln four major
the French 155 mm GPF.
The outstanding student in the woodman. Guy C. Young. Terrence ( phoenix is the bird (so mythology other types of artiuery the 155 mm
SMALL SUPERFEX (with burner); reduced to
240th Coast Artillery has been Ser P. Young.
tells us) which each 500 years burns : gpf
geant Charles B. Freeman, Battery
| itself to ashes and rising from the
-p^g success of this gun during the
$32.75
E. Rockland. Sergeant Freeman has
flames is more beautiful than be war was so great that at its close
1 156 hours of study to his credit, and BATTERY F's HISTORY fore. It is taken from the crest of the 165 became a part of the United
LARGE SUPERFEX (with burner); reduced to
his uniform high rank in all studies
the
city
of
Portland,
which
like
the
$49.75
States Army permanently. It is now
Was Organized In 1890, But
has marked him as outstanding. He
phoenix, has risen three times from used by the Coast Artillery in harbor
Thomaston Had Militia its ashes, stronger and better than
has taken up such subjects as miliCIRCULATING HEATER (Empire) (with burner)
defense work and by the Field Artil
■ tary discipline, organization of the
before, while the 249th has been lery for mobile action. These guns
men In 1775
reduced to $65.00
Army and Coast Artillery Corps, adrejuvenated! following the Civil, have been issued to the 2d Battalion
The direct history of Battery “F'. Spanish and World Wars.
, ministration. Coast Artillery ammu
CIRCULATING HEATER (Gladiator) (with
240th C.A. (Knox County) two to
nition, Coast Artillery weapons and Thomaston, dates back only to 1872
Across the shield is’the blue band each battery, and are fully equipped
burner); reduced to $55.00
I material, military sanitation and first although the military history of
denoting service during the Civil to take the field at a moment's
aid. map and aerial photograph read-' Thomaston shows that in 1775 all
A FEW QUALITY RANGE BURNERS AT
War and on the northern side. The notice. This monster weapon is of
ing, and the law of military offenses male citizens were enrolled in the
stars indicate that the regiment rugged design, the complete unit
BARGAIN PRICES
from the Military Law of the U. B militia. The present battery was or
took part in ten battles during that weighing about 15 tons . It has an
Army. Hls average fnark for the en ganized in 1920 and was endowed with
war—Winchester, Va.. Cedar Moun extremely high muzzle velocity of
This is an opportunity to buy an Oil Burning Heater
the history of the old 9th Company,
Our equipment, best ma
tire couse has been well above 90%.
tain, Va., Antietam, Md., Chancel- 2400 FS. This will throw Its 95at a Low Price to finish out the season with, and have
Maine
CAC.
Other students from the local bat
terials, great care and at
lorsvllle, Va., Sabin Cross Road, La., pound projectile a little over ten
a High Powered Heater to start with next season.
The
reconstituting
of
Battery
"F
’
teries
include
1st
Sergeant
Charles
I
tention, and the rigid tests
Collins, with a credit of 125 hours; from the old 9th Company brings to Pleasant Hill, La., Crane River miles. The gun Is mounted on a
to which all work is sub
CONTROLLED HEAT MEANS ECONOMY
Corporal Clayton G. Richardson, 115 light a very interesting fact, that Crossing, La., Opequam, Va., Fish wheeled carriage having rubber
jected, makes every job
tires. By an ingenious arrangement
hours; Sergeants Earl R. Chandler. through all its history Thomaston has er’s Hill, Va., Cedar Creek, Va.
The motto inscribed on the red a caterpillar tread can be attached
we do satisfactory. It has
Theodore W. Sylvester, and Corporal had artillery companies. The home
ribbon
below the shield states that to the wheels in a few minutes when
EASY
Clarence P. Ingerson, 55 hours each; of Gen. Knox, who was the first Chief
to be.
AT TIIE FRIGIDAIRE SIGN
and Sergeant Frank A. Elliott, with 45 of Artillery of the United States, is a the regiment is "Semper primus et ever soft ground Is encountered.
BICKNELL BLOCK
TERMS
In traveling position the weight of
hours; all of Battery E. and Sergeant fitting place for artillery. During the fidelis," which freely translated
Call On Us
ROCKLAND,
Robert N. Robinson, 85 hours’ credit World War Battery “F" was a part means "Always first and faithful." the gun is resting on the two carFor Estimates
This
indicates
that
the
regiment
as
riage
wheels
and
two
limber
wheels.
of the 54th C A. and saw service In
1 of Battery F

EFFICIENT OFFICER

After the war Col. Dusenbury re
verted to his pre-war rank of major.
He was promoted lieutenant colonel
r.. «
<1 c
ln May, 1929. Col. Dusenbury V.holds
a B. S. from the University of South
Carolina. He is a graduate of the
Command and General Staff School,
1925, distinguished graduate of the 1
Artillery School, 1998; graduate of
the Artillery School Advance Course,
1924; and a member of the Eligible
List General Staff Corps. He has been
on duty with the 240th Coast Artillery
since 1928.

battles before the war was over. He
was discharged a Sergeant Major in
1919. He re-entered the service when
~
1~
he joined it...
the v">
Rockland
battery in
August, 1930. He was appointed 2d
Lt. in October, 1930. and promoted
1st Lt. in April, 1931 He is at present the battery executive of the Rockland battery
Since the above was placed in type
the War Department has notified
Lietrt. Hewett that he has been
awarded the Order of the Purple
Heart.

BATTERY E's HISTORY
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